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To my family

For their unconditioned support

Only after knowing the surface of things can one

throw himself into the search for what is underneath

But the surface of things is endless

(Italo Calvino, Palomar)
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Introduction

In the last decades, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) have attracted the world-

wide interest of researchers, automotive companies, and public governments. ITSs

promise to hugely improve safety, efficiency and sustainability of our transportation

system, by means of a massive introduction of Information Communication Tech-

nologies (ICTs). Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRCs) wireless tech-

nologies will be a key component of future ITSs. A vehicle equipped with DSRCs

should be able to exchange information with its neighbors, in a totally decentralized

and distributed manner, thus yielding to the formation of a Vehicular Ad-hoc NET-

work (VANET).

In this thesis, we present a class of innovative multihop broadcast protocols,

based on solid mathematical foundations, and tailored for VANETs. Their perfor-

mance will be extensively analyzed by means of numerical simulations in realistic

scenarios, by considering IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11p wireless interfaces. The

proposed protocols can be used on a variety of applications,including Vehicle to

Vehicle (V2V) communications, distributed data collection, and information dissem-

ination. All these scenarios have been taken into account inthis thesis.

After an accurate literature survey and a description of thestandards of interest

(Chapter 1), this thesis will be structured around the following themes.

• Description of the simulation setup (Chapter 2). In the realm of vehicular com-

munications, the role of numerical simulation is particularly important, due to

the extreme difficulty on conducting realistic experiments. In this chapter we

present the simulative tools employed during this thesis, discussing their limi-
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tations and compliance to the corresponding standards.

• Design of a multihop broadcast protocol for VANETs (Chapter 3). We present

an efficient multihop broadcast protocol, denoted as Irresponsible Forwarding

(IF), based on the concept of probabilistic forwarding. TheIF protocol is ex-

tensively evaluated in static V2V scenarios, principally by means of realistic

numerical simulations, even if a simple analytical framework has been derived.

• Performance analysis of the IF protocols in mobile scenarios (Chapter 4). In

this case we focus on a dissemination application, where a fixed Road Side Unit

(RSU) sends its data to the vehicles transiting in its proximity. In particular,

we analyze the performance limits of this solution, by meansof numerical

simulations in realistic mobile environments, comprehensive of highway and

urban roads.

• Vehicular decentralized detection of a spatially constant phenomenon (Chap-

ter 5). Nowadays, vehicles are equipped by a large number of sensors, conse-

quently, VANETs can be considered as distributed wireless sensor networks.

In this context, we propose a distributed system able to efficiently detect a con-

stant binary phenomenon. The system is composed by a cluster-based distribu-

ted detection algorithm, which takes benefit by the presenceof an underlying

cluster For this reason, we have derived a new protocol, denoted as Cluster-

Head Election IF (CHE-IF), for the creation of a cluster-based topology in a

VANET. By using this protocol along with a pre-existent detection distributed

algorithm, we will able to efficiently monitor a constant binary phenomenon.

• Improvements of the IF protocol (Chapter 6). We present an improved IF pro-

tocol, named Silencing Irresponsible Forwarding (SIF), that offers a greater ef-

ficiency, without penalizing latency and reliability. In this case, the simulation-

based analysis of the protocol performance, is supported bya complete, even

if approximated, analytical framework, that offers precious insights about the

protocol behavior.



Chapter 1

Literature Analysis and

Motivations

1.1 Introduction

In the last decades, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) have attracted the world-

wide interest of researchers, automotive companies, and public governments. ITSs

promise to hugely improve safety, efficiency and sustainability of our transportation

system, by means of a massive introduction of Information Communication Tech-

nologies (ICTs) [1–3]. In order to create an economically sustainable ITS ecosystem,

a large number of projects have been conducted by institutions from all around the

world [4]. For instance, the Advanced Safety Vehicle (ASV) program in Japan [5],

the IntelliDrive project in the United States [6], and, in Europe, the numerous projects

coordinated by the Car 2 Car Communications Consortium (C2C-CC) [7], strongly

supported by the European Commission [8] and by the EuropeanTelecommunica-

tions Standards Institute (ETSI) [9].

The future integrated ITSs will be based on vehicles provided by sensorial, cogni-

tive, decision and communication skills. Thesesmartsvehicles will be therefore able

to perceive the surrounding environment, collecting both public-interest information

(e.g., air pollution measurements) or obtaining data needed for the autonomous real-
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time management of the vehicle itself [10–13]. In presence of these smartness prereq-

uisites, the vehicles can achieve a higher awareness level,by means of Inter-Vehicular

Communications (IVCs), a set of new generation technologies, standards and proto-

cols, that gives networking capabilities to the vehicles. Thanks to IVCs, the smart

vehicles can actively cooperate together and exchange relevant information with ex-

ternal entities, for instance, local public authorities, smart grid operators, and road

operators.

IVCs can be used by a plethora of services with different exigences, ranging

from safety-critical applications [14], with strict latency and reliability requirements,

to bandwidth consuming infotainment applications [15, 16]. Hence, does not exist a

single technology able to satisfy the needs of a such large spectrum of applications,

and a complete IVC system has to rely on multiple technologies at the same time.

For this reason, the more important international harmonization effort for IVCs, the

Communications Access for Land Mobiles (CALM) [17] family of standards of the

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), defines a heterogeneous net-

work architecture. CALM supports many communications technologies, including

cellular 2nd Generation (2G), cellular 3rd Generation (3G)[18], satellite, infrared, 5

GHz Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC), 60 GHz millimeter-wave, and

mobile wireless broadband, such as WiMAX [19].

The DSRCs protocols are certainly the more interesting technology, since they are

expressly designated for IVCs and operate within the 5.8-5.9 GHz frequency spec-

trum, an unlicensed band reserved for vehicular communications in USA, Japan and

Europe [4]. The IEEE 802.11p protocol [20] coupled with the IEEE 1609 protocol

stack [21], is commonly known as WAVE protocol and it is thede factointernational

DSRC standards and a key component of CALM. The IEEE 802.11p/WAVE technol-

ogy supports Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications (V2V), where the vehicles are the

unique entities involved in the communication process, butalso the so-called Vehicle-

to-Infrastructure (V2I) and Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V) modes, where at least one

of the endpoints of the communication is represented by a fixed Access Point (AP).

DSRCs protocols have been conceived for operate in a decentralized manner

without the need of central communication authorities, therefore, the DSRCs nodes
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are able to self-organize forming a so-called Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs)

[22], a particular type of Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs) [23, 24], where the

network nodes are vehicles moving in a road infrastructure [4]. Thanks to their de-

centralized nature, VANETs offer several advantages with respect to traditional cen-

tralized approaches (i.e., WiMAX and 2G/3G cellular networks). In particular, they

natively support broadcast communications, they work in spatial regions without net-

work coverage (e.g., tunnels), and they exhibit a much smaller latency. One of the

peculiarity of VANETs is the co-existence side-to-side of broadcast and unicast trans-

mission techniques. In fact, while in traditional networksthe broadcast protocols are

typically employed as auxiliary support tools, in VANETs they have a more impor-

tant role, since they can be used also as data-bearing protocols, even in multihop

configurations. For instance, a multihop broadcast protocol fits well the exigences of

applications like the diffusion of security-related messages (e.g., warning alerts) or

public interest information (e.g., road interruptions).

In this work we present a family of multihop broadcast forwarding protocols suit-

able for a wide range of VANETs applications, ranging from accident-preventing,

to data collection applications. Our protocols can be employed in all the aforemen-

tioned scenarios, namely, V2V, I2V and V2I, side to side or insymbiosis with unicast

protocols. The proposed protocols were designed in order toconjugate efficiency,

reliability and low-latency. Although they can virtually be used with any underlying

PHYsical (PHY) and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers, in our opinion the IEEE

802.11 protocol is the ideal choice for deploying VANETs, for several strong reasons.

First of all, the IEEE 802.11p protocol is thede factochoice for the realization of

VANETs all around the world, at least in medium-long term period. Moreover, even

if the date of its effective arrival on the market is unpredictable, the IEEE 802.11p

protocol has the advantage of being very similar to the pre-existent IEEE 802.11

suite, in particular, with respect to the IEEE 802.11a amendment. Therefore, in the

short-term period makes sense deploying a VANETs system based on the traditional

IEEE 802.11 standards, especially if we consider the ubiquitous presence of the tra-

ditional IEEE 802.11 radio interfaces in residential and commercial buildings, and in

every smart mobile device. As a consequence of this choice, the performance of the
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proposed broadcast protocols have been extensively analyzed by means of theoreti-

cal analysis and numerical simulations performed on top of aIEEE 802.11 protocol

stack.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 1.2 we introduce the principal

characteristics of the IEEE 802.11 standard, since the IEEE802.11p protocols is de-

fined an amendment of it. The IEEE 802.11p is presented in Section 1.3 together

with the IEEE 1609 protocol stack. In Section 1.4, we consider the problem of ana-

lyzing, by means of numerical simulations, the performanceof routing protocols in

VANET, presenting the principal concerns and obstacles, inparticular with respect

of the problem of modeling the mobility of the vehicles. In Section 1.5, we review

the literature related to the role of forwarding protocols in VANETs, in particular

with respect to the multihop broadcast protocols. Finally,thanks to the large number

of sensors which normally equip the vehicles, VANETs can be naturally considered

as a distributed Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), in Section 1.6 we present some

techniques which allow to exploit the VANETs as a WSN.

1.2 The IEEE 802.11 Standard

The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies PHY and MAC layer for set upwireless local

area networks (WLANs) [25]. Although its first release was published in the far 1997,

it is not yet a obsolete technology. In order to accommodate the introduction of new

functions the standard has been continuously modified through the release of specific

amendments processes. An up-to-date release of the standard aggregating several of

these amendments, was released in the 2007 and denoted as IEEE 802.11-2007 [26].

In particular, thea, b, andg amendments were introduced, respectively as the chapter

17, 18, and 19 of [26], while the amendmente that has introduced the support for

Quality of Service (QoS) at MAC level, has been merged in chapter 9. Two important

amendments, IEEE 802.11p [20] and IEEE 802.11n [27], ere released in the last two

years and hence, they are not yet included in the standard. The PHY layer aspect that

are of interest for our work will be discussed in Subsection 1.2.1, will the relevant

MAC layer characteristics will be analyzed in Subsection 1.2.2.
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1.2.1 Physical layer

The IEEE 802.11 standard defines several PHY layers differing in terms of modula-

tion format and carrier frequencies [26]. Because of their obsolescence we ignore

some of them, namely, the legacy Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS),

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS), and InfraRed (IR) modulations, respec-

tively, defined in Chapter 14, 15, and 16 of the standard [26].We also ignore the

IEEE 802.11n amendment [27] that defines an high rate Multiple Input Multiple Out-

put (MIMO) modulation format, because it has not reached yeta sufficient diffusion

(especially in handheld devices), and because its distinguish MIMO capabilities are

not yet supported by the IEEE 802.11p amendment. We therefore focus on the re-

maining physical layers, introduced in the amendmentsa, b, andg.

The IEEE 802.11b amendment (now in the chapter 18 of [26]) hasintroduced

the so-called High Rate Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (HR/DSSS) modulation,

that combines the original DSSS modulation of the legacy standard with a 8-chip

Complementary Code Keying (CCK) modulation, providing a maximum data rate of

11 Mbit/s. The IEEE 802.11b defines 14 overlapped channels 22MHz width centered

in the nearby of 2.4 GHz frequency. Being overlapped there isa strong co-channel

interference, and therefore the channels cannot be used alltogether. Thanks to its

adaptive rate selection capabilities, a IEEE 802.11b network interface can select the

desired data rate among the set{1,2,5.5,11} Mbit/s. Obviously, a lower data rate

leads to a higher receiver sensitivity, thus allowing to operate in harder channel con-

dition with a lower Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). As a rule of thumb, downscaling

the data rate from 11Mbit/s and 1Mbit/s, allows to improve the sensitivity of approx-

imately 8 dB.

On the opposite hand, the IEEE 802.11a amendment (now in the chapter 17

of [26]) is based on a more robust Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

(OFDM) modulation that offers a greater maximum data rate of54 Mbit/s. Also in

this case, the radio interface can adaptively selects lowerdata rates, scaling down

up to 6 Mbit/s. Differently from IEEE 802.11b, the IEEE 802.11a works in the

[5.2,5.8] GHz frequency band. The number of channels is not fixed since can be used

channels of three different size, namely, 5, 10, and 20 MHz. Each channel is sep-
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arated into 52 orthogonal sub-carriers. Depending on the modulation scheme each

sub-carrier encodes a specific number of bits in each symbol;for example, using the

relatively simple Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation scheme, each sub-

carrier encodes 1 bit. The signals of all sub-carriers are transformed into the time

domain as symbols of fixed length. Subsequent symbols are separated by a guard in-

terval in order to avoid interferences between distinct symbols. The duration of the

guard interval is function of the channel bandwidth. In particular, with a channel size

equal to, respectively, 5, 10, and 20 MHz, the correspondingguard interval length is

equal to 3.2, 1.6, and 0.8µs.

Finally, the IEEE 802.11g release (now in the chapter 19 of [26]) defines the

Extended Rate PHY (ERP), a collection of different PHY partially retro-compatible

with the pre-existent modulation formats (especially the HR/DSSS). However, only

the ERP-OFDM mode is implemented by almost all the chipset, will the other mod-

ulation are not very spread in the market [25]. The ERP-OFDM modulation format

is basically a simple transposition of the IEEE 802.11a OFDMmodulation in the 2.4

GHz band, with a few minor changes to provide backwards compatibility. It supports

the channel bandwidth, data rates and guard intervals of theIEEE 802.11a modula-

tion.

1.2.2 MAC layer

The basic building block of an IEEE 802.11 network is the Basic Service Set (BSS),

a group of STAtions (STAs) that can communicate with each other. IEEE 802.11

offers different opportunities to build a BSS, for instance, nodes can form an Inde-

pendent BSS (IBSS) with no central coordination authority,or, as in environments

with infrastructure (i.e., AP) be part of an infrastructureBSS which is identified by

an individual identification number.

The IEEE 802.11 standard defines three types of frames, management, control,

and data, that share a set of common characteristics. In particular, all the frames

include a bit field for frame control, a duration field, several addresses, the frame body

and a Frame Control Sequence (FCS) for error detection. Eachsubtype is derived and

adapted from the generic format (i.e., specific fields and data elements are added or
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left out).

IEEE 802.11 provides several approaches for medium access control: (i) Point

Coordination Function (PCF), that is only applicable if an AP is available; (ii) Di-

stributed Coordination Function (DCF), that can be used also in fully distributed

networks; (iii) Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF), defined in the IEEE 802.11e

amendment [28]. Within the HCF, there are two methods of channel access, sim-

ilar to those defined in the legacy 802.11 MAC: HCF ControlledChannel Access

(HCCA), and Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA). Inboth EDCA and

HCCA, every packet has to be assigned to a particular Access Class (AC). In turn,

every AC establishes different channel access settings, allowing to assign different

priority levels to the packets [4]. Since the PCF and the HCCAmechanism are not

of interest in VANETs, in the rest of the section we focus on the DCF mechanism,

while greater details about the EDCA mechanism will provided in Section 1.3.

The DCF defines two different channel access mechanisms, both based on a Car-

rier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) strategy, that dif-

fers for the number of employed control packets:

• the Basic Access;

• the Ready To Send / Clear To Send Access, indicated in the following as

“RTS/CTS Access” for sake of conciseness.

Basic Access

The functioning of the Basic Access is represented in Figure1.1 and is the following.

When a STA has a frame ready to be transmitted, its MAC layer invokes the Clear

Channel Assessment (CCA) functionality of the PHY layer to determine the status

of the channel (e.g., busy or idle). If the channel remains idle for a period of time at

least greater than a Distributed InterFrame Space (DIFS), the STA is free to immedi-

ately transmit. On the opposite hand, if the wireless mediumis busy, the STA shall

defer transmission until the medium remains idle for a wholeDIFS without interrup-

tion. After this period, the STA generates a random backoff period for an additional

waiting time before transmitting. The STA transmits when the backoff time reaches
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Figure 1.1: Distributed Coordination Function mechanism defined by the IEEE

802.11 standard.

zero. At each transmission, the backoff time is uniformly chosen in the range[0,CW],

where CW is the current backoff window size. The backoff period is slotted and the

duration of a backoff slot is defined asTSLOT (dimension: [µs]). The duration of the

backoff expressed in terms of number of backoff slots is denoted as Backoff Counter

(BC). This number is decremented as long as the medium is sensed idle, and it is

frozen when a transmission is detected on the channel. The reactivation can happen

when the medium is sensed idle again for more than a DIFS.

In case of unicast transmissions, after a period of time equal to a Short InterFrame

Space (SIFS) the destination STA has to send an acknowledgment (ACK) in order to

confirm the (hopefully) successful reception of the packet.The SIFS is shorter than

the DIFS thus giving a higher priority to the ACK transmission. After the reception of

the ACK, the sender STA is forced to begin a backoff period, denoted aspost-backoff.

Otherwise, the sender would “capture” the channel precluding the channel access to

the other STAs. So, if another frame is ready for transmission before this post backoff

period ends, the STA has to execute it until the end before transmitting the frame. If

the original sender does not correctly receive the ACK, and if it has not yet exceed

the maximum number of retry, it can re-attempt the packet transmission from the

beginning, after having doubled its CW value. We note that the CW is initialized to

CWmin, and it cannot never exceed the value CWmax.

In case of a broadcast transmission the use of the ACK is forbidden, determining
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a slightly different Basic Access behavior.1 Without ACKs, the sender cannot known

the status of the packet reception at the destination and therefore there are never

retransmissions (at least at MAC layer). This leads to several consequences:

• CW is never increased and it is always equal to CWmin;

• the transmissions are intrinsically less reliable;

• the transmission overhead is smaller.

Because of the less reliable transmissions it is necessary to adopt suitable counter-

measures at the upper layers (network and transport).

We finally observe that, when the last received packet by a certain node was cor-

rupted,2 the DIFS period shall be replaced by a longer Extended IFS (EIFS) period.

If we define the duration of a SIFS, DIFS and EIFS, as respectively, TSIFS, TDIFS, and

TEIFS (dimension: [µs]), we relationships among them are the following:

TDIFS = TSIFS+2TSLOT

TEIFS = TSIFS+TDIFS+TACK ,

whereTACK (dimension: [µs]) is the time required to transmit an ACK frame.

RTS/CTS Access

The RTS/CTS Access mechanism envisions two additional control frame, respec-

tively, the Ready To Send (RTS) and the Clear To Send (CTS) packets, introduced

for coping with the well known hidden terminal problem that affects MANETs and

VANETs. In particular, the exchange of these small size control packets leads to the

creation of a secondvirtual contention channel, commonly denoted as Network Al-

location Vector (NAV), superposed over the real physical channel. As a consequence

of that, the STA can transmit only and only if both the real andthe NAV channel

1The use of the ACK is forbidden since the ACKs sent by distinctdestination nodes will inevitably

collide at the original sender.
2A received packet is considered corrupted if the corresponding FCS field is wrong.
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Table 1.1: Main parameters of IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b standards.
Parameter IEEE 802.11b IEEE 802.11a (20 MHz)

Carrier Frequency [GHz] 2.4 5.8

Bandwidth [MHz] 22 20

OFDM Guard Time [µs] - 0.8

CWmin 31 15

CWmax 1023 1023

TSLOT [µs] 20 9

TSIFS [µs] 10 16

Data rates [Mbit/s] 1,2,5.5,11 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 54

are idle, otherwise it has to defer its transmission. It is important to point out that

broadcast transmissions cannot use the RTS/CTS mechanism,for the same reason

for which they cannot use ACKs

1.2.3 Main IEEE 802.11 parameters

In Table 1.1 we have summarized the main default parameters defined in [26] for the

IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11b standards.

1.3 The WAVE Protocol Stack

The IEEE has realized a totally new protocol stack (commonlydenoted as WAVE)

that covers the specifics of IVCs: highly dynamic and mobile environment, mes-

sage transmission in an ad-hoc manner, low latency, and operation in a reserved

multi-channel frequency range. As shown in Figure 1.1, WAVEmaintains the tradi-

tional ISO/OSI protocol stack [29] and is composed a collection of standard, namely,

IEEE 802.11p the IEEE 1609 standards family [30]. The latterdefines higher layer

services, such as system architecture, security, resourcemanagement and the com-

munication model [21], while IEEE 802.11p is focused on PHY and MAC layer.
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Figure 1.2: Protocol stack jointly defined by the IEEE 1609 and the IEEE 802.11p

standards.

IEEE 1609

IEEE 1609 is defined by 4 sub-protocols, with different functions and a different

grade of maturity.

More specifically, IEEE 1609.1 is a sufficiently mature standard (it dates 2006)

and it basically defines a resource manager [31] acting as an “outsourcing” manager.

In other words, it allows to physically separate the applications from the physical

radio interfaces, either Road Side Units (RSUs) or On-BoardUnits (OBUs). For ex-

ample, an application can run on an external device, such as asmarthphone or a

Global Positioning System (GPS) [32] navigator, without adding computational load

and complexity to the OBU. This should allow to reduce the cost and increase the

reliability of the OBU and RSUs.

The IEEE 1609.2 standard [33] defines security services for the WAVE network-

ing stack and for applications that are intended to run over the stack, such as authen-

tication of STAs and encryption of messages. IEEE 1609.2 provides mechanisms to

authenticate WAVE management messages, to authenticate messages that do not re-

quire anonymity, and to encrypt messages to a known recipient.
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The IEEE 1609.3 defines the networking services for IVCs, butits specifications

are still in draft form [34]. The WAVE networking services can be divided into two

sets: (i) data-plane services, with data-bearing functions; (ii) management-plane ser-

vices, charged of the system configuration and maintenance.WAVE supports both

two network-layer protocols: (i) the traditional IPv6 routing protocol [35], together

with the transport protocols associated with it; (ii) the new WAVE Short Message Pro-

tocol (WSMP), expressly designated for accommodate high-priority, time-sensitive

communications [30].

The IEEE 1609.4 specification, that is still a draft, defines the organization of

multiple channels operations [36], and therefore it has a strong relation to the EDCA

mechanism, described in Paragraph 1.3. IEEE 1609.4 envisions the presence of a sin-

gle Control CHannel (CCH), reserved for system control and safety messages, and

up to 6 Service CHannels (SCHs) used to exchange non-safety data packets (e.g., IP

traffic) and WAVE-mode Short Messages (WSM). According to the multi-channel

operation, all vehicular devices have to monitor the CCH during common time in-

tervals (the CCH intervals), and to (optionally) switch to one SCH during the SCH

intervals. The described operation allows the safety warning messages to be trans-

mitted on CCH using the WSM protocol, while non-safety data applications, either

running over IP or WSM packets, use the SCHs.

IEEE 802.11p

The IEEE 802.11p standard differs form the existing IEEE 802.11a standard in three

main aspects [37]: (i) the definition of BSS; (ii) some details of the PHY; (iii) the

MAC layer.

In the WAVE mode, data packets transmission is only allowed to occur within

a IBSS, which is established in a fully ad-hoc manner, without any need for active

scanning, association or authentication procedures. A node that initiates a IBSS is

called provider, while a node that joins a IBSS is called user. To establish a IBSS, the

provider has to periodically broadcast on CCH a IBSS announcement message, which

includes the WAVE Service Advertisement (WSA). The latter message contains all

the information identifying WAVE applications and associated network parameters,
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necessary to join a IBSS (e.g., the ID, the SCH index, and timing information). A

node should monitor all WSAs on CCH to learn about the existence and the opera-

tional parameters of available IBSSs.

The IEEE 802.11p physical layer is an amended version of the IEEE 802.11a

specifications, and it is thus based on a OFDM modulation. It mandates the use of

10 MHz channels that offers a greater resistance with respect to the channel delay

spread, thanks to its double guard time (1.6µs). The 10 MHz leads to halved data

rates, and the maximum sustainable data rate becomes 27 Mbit/s. We remark that, dif-

ferently from the IEEE 802.11a whose use was forbidden for several years in Europe,

the use of IEEE 802.11p is already allowed since regulated bythe ETSI European

Standard 202 663 [38].

The IEEE 802.11p MAC layer has the same core mechanism of EDCAintro-

duced in the IEEE 802.11e amendment [28], and already mentioned in Section 1.2.

EDCA maintains the distributed approach of the CSMA/CA protocol as in legacy

DCF, but introduces four Access Categories (ACs), each one defining a priority level

for channel access and having a corresponding transmissionqueue at the MAC layer.

Each AC in the queue behaves like a virtual STA, and it followsits own DCF algo-

rithm, independently contending with the others to obtain the channel access. Each

i-th AC has a set of distinct channel access parameters, including Arbitration Inter-

Frame Space (AIFS) duration and contention window size (CWmin[i] and CWmax[i]).

The AIFS has the same meaning of DIFS parameter in the DCF algorithm but the

different duration, and it is defined as:

TAIFS[i] = TSIFS+AIFSN[i] ·TSLOT,

where AIFSN[i] is an adimensional parameter different for every AC. Clearly, when

AIFSN[i] = 2,TAIFS[i] becomes identical toTDIFS. The amendment [28] has also intro-

duced the possibility of sending a train of consecutive frame by the concept of Trans-

mission Opportunity (TXOP), but this feature is not exploited by the IEEE 802.11p

amendment.

In the IEEE 802.11p standard the access mechanism is properly modified to work

in the multi-channel WAVE environment, by implementing twoseparate EDCA func-
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Figure 1.3: Enhanced Distributed Channel Access mechanismdefined by the IEEE

802.11p standard.

tions, one for CCH and one for SCH, which handle different sets of queues for pack-

ets destined to be transmitted on different channel intervals, as shown by Figure 1.3.

In Table 1.2 are summarized the more interesting parametersof the PHY and MAC

layers of IEEE 802.11, with the exception of the EDCA parameters that are listed in

Table 1.3. From Table 1.3 we observe that IEEE 802.11p uses the same CWmin and

CWmax values of the original IEEE 802.11e specification [28], but slightly modified

AIFSN values. While in standard WLAN the AC_VI and AC_VO means, respec-

tively, Video and Voice, in the case of IEEE 802.11p, AC_VI and AC_VO have to

interpreted as ACs reserved for prioritized messages (e.g., critical safety warnings).

1.4 Simulative Analysis of VANETs

According to [39] VANET simulation software can be classified into three categories:

(a) vehicular mobility generators; (b) network simulators, and (c) VANET simula-

tors. A mobility generator software simulates the dynamic behavior of the vehicles

in a given road infrastructure, producing mobility traces containing a sequence of the
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Table 1.2: Main parameters of the IEEE 802.11p standard.
Parameter IEEE 802.11p

Carrier Frequency [GHz] 5.9

Bandwidth [MHz] 10

OFDM Guard Time [µs] 1.6

CWmin See Table 1.3

CWmax 1023

TSLOT [µs] 13

TSIFS [µs] 32

Data rates [Mbit/s] 3, 4.5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 27

Table 1.3: EDCA parameters of the IEEE 802.11p standard.
AC CWmin CWmax AIFSN

AC_BK 15 1023 9

AC_BE 15 1023 6

AC_VI 7 15 3

AC_VO 3 7 2
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spatio-temporal coordinates of each vehicle involved in the simulation.

There are several types of mobility generator [40], some arebased on measure-

ment campaign of real road traffic, while others are synthetic, in the sense that are

generated according to a mathematical model. A partial listof synthetic models in-

cludes [41]: (i) stochastic models, the vehicles movement is constrained to the road

topology but it is random; (ii) traffic stream models, vehicular mobility is treated

as a hydrodynamic phenomenon; (iii) car-following models,the behavior of each

driver is computed on the base of the dynamic state of the surrounding vehicles; (iv)

flows-interaction models, built upon an instance of one of the previous categories;

(v) cellular automata approaches [42]; (vi) behavioral models [43]. According to

the results of the extensive analysis conducted on [41], theflows-interaction models

based on car-following models represent the best tradeoff between complexity and

fidelity to the reality. The car-following models were first employed in the 50’s and

are continuous-in-time microscopic models, able to determine the behavior of each

vehicle on the basis of the states (in terms of position, speed, acceleration) of the

surrounding vehicles. A list of mobility generator software comprehends, Simulation

of Urban MObility (SUMO) [44], VanetMobiSim [45], FreeSim [46], CityMob [47].

Network simulators perform detailed packet-level simulation of source, destina-

tions, data traffic transmission, reception, background load, route, links, and chan-

nels. The mobility traces generated by the mobility generator are provided as input

to the network simulator. The principal up-to-date open source software with a large

base of user are Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) [48], his successor Network Simulator 3

(ns-3), and OMNeT++ [49].

Finally, the third category, which of VANET simulator, it encompasses software

that integrates both the mobility generator and the networksimulators, potentially

allowing to exchange data bidirectionally between the two components of the sim-

ulator. The most representative software in this category are GrooveSim [50], NC-

TUns [51], Traffic and Network Simulation Environment (TraNS) [52], and the re-

cently released Veins [53].
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1.5 Multihop Broadcast Protocol in VANETs

Being a subset of MANETs, the VANETs share a lot of characteristics with them, but

VANETs are different in several aspects: (i) the nodes mobility is much higher; (ii) the

wireless channel in VANETs has worse propagation conditionthan MANETs, with

more severe fading effects; (iii) the network shape of VANETs can be approximate

by a series of nodes lying in the same one-dimensional line [54]. The latter linear-

ity assumption can be motivated as follows. The width of a multi-lane road is much

smaller than the transmission range of a IEEE 802.11p radio interface (hundreds of

meters), therefore a single road can be modeled as a unidimensional space. Vehicles

moving in distinct roads cannot communicate together, withthe exception of short

temporal windows in correspondence of road junctions. In fact, while in urban scena-

rios, the presence of buildings inevitable blocks the communication between different

roads, in non-urban scenarios roads are typically separated by too large distance with

respect to the transmission range of a IEEE 802.11 radio interface.

The purpose of a multihop broadcast protocol is which of delivery a packet from

a source to the all the nodes within a certain spatial region.In centralized network

such as cellular networks and in low-mobility MANET, the broadcast communica-

tions are mostly used for finding the route for a particular set of destinations. On the

contrary, in VANETs broadcast protocols play a major role. In this field there are sev-

eral applications relying on broadcast transmissions. Forexample, in safety-related

applications where the main goal is which of preventing vehicles collisions, the mes-

sages are useful only if sent with a latency smaller then 100 ms to all the surrounding

vehicles. This result cannot be achieved by traditional unicast and multicast proto-

cols, since because of the high vehicles mobility multicastprotocols, they have an

extremely elevated overhead [55].

In sparse VANETs, with a few vehicles for kilometer, an effective multihop broad-

cast protocol can be realized by simply adopting the floodingpolicy, according with,

every network node is a broadcaster. However, the validity of the flooding solutions

is limited by the intrinsically broadcast nature of the wireless medium. In fact, in

VANETs with a high vehicle density (e.g., dozens of vehiclesin the node transmis-
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sion range), the flooding approach inevitably leads to numerous contentions and col-

lisions. This phenomenon in known in literature as the broadcast storm problem [56].

In order to increase the effective throughput is necessary to reduce the number of

transmissions. This problem has been deeply investigated by the MANET research

community, and it is possible to find a theoretical optimal solution. Let model a

MANET as a graphG(V,E), whose vertexes represent the nodes of the network. The

number of nodes in the network, denoted asN, coincides with the cardinality of the

setV, N= |V|. An edge between a pair of vertexes marks the existence of a valid wire-

less link between these nodes. The cost associated with the graphG(V,E) is defined

as the number of transmissions needed to reach all the vertexes. It is well known that

the so called Minimum Connected Dominant Set (MCDS) ofG(V,E), corresponds

to the set of nodes guaranteeing the minimum number of transmissions [57]. Given a

graphG(V,E), the MCDS problem is to find a minimum connected subsetS⊂V, in

which all elements inV −Sare adjacent to at least one node inS. Once defined the

MCDS of G(V,E), Nmin = |S| is the source belong to the MCDS, orNmin = |S|+1

on the opposite case [58]. In bi-dimensional network topology, the MCDS is a NP-

complete problem, only solvable in a polynomial time by adopting some approxima-

tions [57–59]. In one-dimensional network, as in VANETs, the MCDS is a signif-

icantly easier task that can be accomplished by simply selecting the last reachable

node at every hop. However, because of their high mobility, in VANETs the MCDS

solution remains valid for a short time and it cannot be efficiently exploited.

As a consequence of that, VANETs broadcast protocols, with the exception of

some cluster-based approaches [60,61], typically act in a distributed manner, without

keeping trace of the network state. There are a multitude of multihop broadcast pro-

tocols, based on different techniques, but with the common goal of selecting a single

node in every transmission domain, ideally the furthest from the previous transmitter.

In [56, 62], the authors have proposed several distributed and simple protocols,

known as counter-based, distance-based, and location-based, where the node com-

pares an adaptively set threshold with the corresponding local information (number

of packet receptions, distance, or position). Among them, the location-based proto-

cols is resulted to be effective and reliable. The position-based broadcast protocols
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(see [63] and references therein), are a class of protocol exploiting the knowledge

of some geographical characteristics of the network, to improve the retransmission

efficiency. For example, the Geographic Random Forwarding (GeRaF) [64] proto-

col takes advantage of the knowledge of the positions of source and destination,

while the Emergency Message Dissemination for Vehicular environments (EMDV)

protocol [65] achieves remarkable performance by using both geographical infor-

mation and information concerning the local network topology. However, position-

based protocols have a major shortcoming, the need of havinginformation about

the network topology and the geographical characteristicsof the environment where

the nodes are located [65], that have to be obtained by periodic beacon messages.

The EMDV protocol obtains the best results when it can effectively to elect a pre-

designated node forwarder node, while in other cases he actsas a distance-based

IEEE 802.11 protocol, that has been demonstrated to be suboptimal [22].

Since collecting this kind of information may be very expensive in terms of over-

head, several probabilistic broadcast protocols have beenrecently proposed with the

goal of achieving the same performance level of position-based protocols without the

need for major information exchange [66–71]. These protocols are designed around

the idea that each node forwards the packet with a certain probability p < 1, com-

puted according to local information a-priori owned by the node, or inserted in the

packet itself. An entire class of probabilistic protocols was proposed and analyzed

in [54].

Besides the probabilistic-approaches, there are other solutions allowing to have

good performance without the exigence of exchange auxiliary messages. An efficient

IEEE 802.11-based protocol, denoted as Urban Multihop Broadcast (UMB), was pro-

posed in [22] and further extended in [72]. The main contribution of UWB is which of

suppressing the broadcast redundancy by means of a black-burst (channel jamming

signal) contention approach [73], followed by a RTS/CTS-like mechanism. Accor-

ding to this protocol, a node can broadcast a packet only after having got the channel

control. In particular, the transmission range of the source is partitioned in distinct

region. Each region is associated to a different duration ofthe jamming periods, and

this allows to select a single node. The UMB approach can effectively obtain a high
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penetration rate, but at the price of a high latency [74].

A different approach is adopted by another 802.11-based protocol, the Smart

Broadcast (SB) protocol proposed in [74]. Similarly to UMB,SB partitions the trans-

mission range of the source, associating non-overlapping contention windows to dif-

ferent regions. Moreover, it uses a RTS/CTS-like mechanismfor selecting the for-

warders. Albeit these similarities, the main goal of SB is the minimization of the time

to perform a hop. For this reason it does not necessarily select the relay in the region

that provides the largest progress, and it does not spend time to resolve collisions. For

this reason SB has worse penetration than UMB but a much smaller latency [74].

Finally, the Binary Partition Assisted Protocol (BPAB) [75] takes concepts from

both UMB and SB, and it denotes therefore similar performance, while the authors

shown a performance gain with respect to the SB protocols, inlow-density and irreg-

ular topologies.

1.6 VANETs as a Distributed Wireless Sensor Network

An overview of vehicular sensor network technologies and trends has been recently

carried out in [76], where vehicles continuously gather, process, and share location-

relevant sensor data (e.g., road condition, traffic flow). The information collection and

dissemination can be performed using IVCs [11, 77] as well relying on the presence

of the infrastructures [78]. The increasing popularity of smartphones, with onboard

sensor capabilities and Internet data connections (e.g., 3G cellular networks), is an-

other key factor for rapid development of vehicular technologies. In [79], the problem

of monitoring road and traffic conditions in a city is taken into account and a novel

system, called Nericell, is presented. In particular, Nericell is based on sensing by pig-

gybacking on smartphones carried by users and its effectiveness is evaluated on the

basis of experiments conducted on the roads of Bangalore, India. In order to satisfy

the requirements of the aforementioned applications, several authors have proposed

broadcast transmission techniques, but the design of an efficient and reliable broad-

casting forwarding protocol is not an easy challenge [55]. From pioneering works,

such as [80], cluster-based networks have found a fertile application ground in the
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field of wireless sensor networking, since they allow to reduce network congestion,

to increase the spectral efficiency, to simplify routing issues, data aggregation, and

dissemination. Data aggregation and decentralized detection aim to detect, through a

sensor network, a physical event of interest in an energy-efficient manner [81]. The

advantages of clustering have also been exploited in the realm of decentralized de-

tection [82, 83], e.g., to determine optimum clustering andMAC configurations. In

particular, in [82] the authors provide a generic frameworkfor the computation of the

probability of decision error when a spatially constant binary phenomenon is detected

through a (possibly) multi-level sensor network.

One of the strongest motivation for the design of cluster-based vehicular net-

works is provided by [41], where the authors show that, according to realistic mobil-

ity models, VANETs naturally evolve to clustered configurations. Among the more

recent cluster-based protocol proposed in VANETs, some interesting approaches can

be found in [60, 61]. In the latter work, communications are typically broadcast but,

when possible, short-lived clusters are created in order toconstitute a backbone. It is

then possible to employ unicast communications among the nodes of the backbone,

leading to a higher reliability without sacrificing networkperformance.

In [84], the authors derive an innovative broadcasting technique, which integrates

the probabilistic approach of a previously proposed protocol (denoted as Irrespon-

sible Forwarding, IF) with a cluster-based structure, in order to improve its perfor-

mance. This new protocol is referred to as Cluster-based Irresponsible Forwarding

(CIF). The key characteristics of CIF is that a clustered structure is not imposed.

Rather, CIF opportunistically exploits the “ephemeral” clusters which appear in a

VANET. In this work, we present a slightly modified version ofCIF, denoted as

Cluster-Head Election IF (CHE-IF), well suited for efficient data dissemination with

cluster-head (CH) election.





Chapter 2

VANETs Simulative Tools

The best material model of a cat is another, or preferably thesame, cat.

– Norbert Wiener

2.1 Introduction

According to the analysis carried out in Section 1.4, there are two different ways for

studying VANETs by means of numerical simulations: (i) using two distinct pieces of

software, one generating the mobility traces and the secondperforming the effective

network simulation; (ii) using an integratedVANET simulatorperforming both the

tasks at the same time and therefore providing a bidirectional coupling between the

network simulator and the mobility generator. The second solution is certainly the

most powerful and attracting, but it is really useful only for testing complete applica-

tions and services, where the vehicles react consequently to the reception of signifi-

cant information. For instance, the path followed by the vehicles can be determined

by a shortest path algorithm periodically executed on the basis of the effectively re-

ceived information. In our case, we are not interested in studying applications but

forwarding protocols, and for this reason we have selected the simpler solution: us-
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ing a mobility generator for produce mobility traces and using them in the network

simulator.

As a network simulator we have chosen Network Simulator 2 (ns-2) [48], a dis-

crete event simulator developed by the VINT project research group at the University

of California at Berkeley [85]. Our choice was motivated by the following consider-

ations:

• ns-2 is one of the most widespread software among MANETs/VANETs re-

searchers;

• it natively implements the IEEE 802.11p protocol (since version 2.33);

• it can be easily integrated with several mobility generator software;

• it is an open-source software already used in our laboratory.

On the other hand, ns-2 has also several well-known shortcomings: (i) it offers a

scarce support for VANETs, since it does not allow to define real vehicular scenario,

comprehensive of roads and obstacles; (ii) the source code of ns-2 is not well written

and its complex structure slows down the development process and facilitates the

insertion of unwanted bugs; (iii) the IEEE 802.11 implementation is not perfectly

compliant to the standard [86, 87], leading to the proliferation of patches not always

coherent with respect to each other. Our simulations were conducted using the latest

release of the ns-2 simulator, namely the 2.34 [48].

For which concerns the mobility generators software, we have selected two open-

source software, namely, VanetMobiSim [45] and SUMO [44], both able to generate

mobility traces compatible with ns-2, and supporting flows-interaction mobility mod-

els derived from car-following models.

VanetMobiSim [45] is an extension of the CANU Mobility Simulation Environ-

ment (CanuMobiSim) [88] which focuses on vehicular mobility, and features reali-

stic automotive motion models at both macroscopic and microscopic levels. At the

macroscopic level, VanetMobiSim can import maps from suitable databases, or ran-

domly generate them using tessellation. At the microscopiclevel, it supports mobil-
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ity models derived from the Intelligent Driving Model (IDM), a car-following model

originally introduced here [89].

SUMO [44] is an open source, highly portable, microscopic road traffic simula-

tion package designed to handle large road networks. Its main features include colli-

sion free vehicle movement, different vehicle types, single-vehicle routing, multi-lane

streets with lane changing, junction-based right-of-way rules, hierarchy of junction

types,and dynamic routing [40].

In Section 2.2 we describe the mobility models implemented in SUMO and

VanetMobiSim. In Section 2.3 we first present the problem of the statistical char-

acterization of the property wireless channel in VANET. Then we briefly analyze the

channel available in ns-2, motivating our choice of using a deterministic channel. In

Section 2.4 we discuss the accuracy and the shortcomings of the ns-2 implementation

of the MAC layer of the IEEE 802.11 standard

2.2 Mobility Models

SUMO supports several car-following models including IDM [44], but the latter is not

correctly implemented in the release of the software used inthis work (the 0.12.1).

Specifically, the IDM model does not work together with the lane-change decision al-

gorithm used by SUMO for manage the movements of the vehiclesbetween parallel

lanes running in the same direction. On the opposite hand, VanetMobiSim supports

several car-following models but all derived from IDM, therefore the two software

do not have any common car-following model. For this reason,in VanetMobiSim we

employed the Intelligent Driving Model with Lane Changing (IDM/LC), a combina-

tion of IDM with the overtaking model known as MOBIL [90], while in SUMO we

have used the default model. The latter was a slightly different car-following model

originally introduced by Krauss et. al in [91], and we indicate it with the acronym

KWG deriving from the initial of the authors.1 The IDM/LC model is described in

Subsection 2.2.1, while the KWG model is presented in Subsection 2.2.2.

1The model is also known in literature asKraussmodel.
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2.2.1 IDM/LC Model

The IDM model is defined as follows. Eachi-th vehicle (i ∈ {1,2, . . . N}) randomly

selects a fixed target speedvtarget
i ∈ [vmin,vmax], wherevmin andvmax are, respectively,

the minimum and maximum speeds. Once its target speed has been selected, the

vehicle tries to make its own speedvi(t) reach the target speed. The achievement of

this goal is impaired by the road topology and by the presenceof other vehicles that

accelerate and decelerate. The speed evolution can be analytically characterized by

the following equation [92]:

dvi(t)
dt

= a


1−

(
vi(t)

vtarget
i

)4

−
(

δ
∆xi (t)

)2

 (2.1)

where

δ , ∆xmin +vi(t)T +
vi(t) [vi(t)−vi+1(t)]

2
√

ab
. (2.2)

Equation (2.1) shows that the local acceleration depends ontwo contributions: (i) the

acceleration needed to reach the target speedvtarget
i and (ii) the deceleration induced

by the preceding vehicle. The termδ defined in (2.2) determines the desired dynamic

distance from the preceding vehicle. This term depends on the following parame-

ters [92]: the safe time headway (T), the maximum acceleration of movement (a),

and the comfortable deceleration of movement (b).

Moreover, thanks to the integration of the MOBIL lane changing model [41], the

IDM-LC mobility model takes also into account possible overtakings between vehi-

cles. In particular, according to a game-theoretic approach considered by the MOBIL

model, a vehicle (sayi) moves to an adjacent lane if its advantage, in terms of accel-

eration, is greater than the disadvantage of the preceding vehicle (sayj) in the new

lane. This condition can be expressed as

dv′i(t)
dt

− dvi(t)
dt

≥ P

(
dv j(t)

dt
−

dv′j(t)

dt

)
+athr

where the superscript′ refers to the speed values after the potential overtake. Thepa-

rameterP models the drivers’ politeness and the acceleration threshold athr prevents
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lane hopping phenomena in borderline conditions. In order to prevent collisions bet-

ween the back vehiclej and the overtaking vehiclei, there is also the following safety

condition on the deceleration of vehiclej, based on an arbitrary parameterbsafe:

dv′j−i(t)

dt
≥−bsafe.

2.2.2 KWG Model

The KWG model takes five input variables,vmax, a, andb having the same meaning of

the homonymous parameter of IDM (maximum speed, maximum acceleration, com-

fortable deceleration) and two new parameters,τ (dimension: [s]), andσ ∈ [0,1] (adi-

mensional), denoting the driver’s reaction time and the dawdling parameter [93]. Let

us consider thei-th vehicle, then, the KWG model can be built up by the following

set of equations:

vs
i (t +∆t) = vi+1(t)+

∆xi(t)−vi+1(t)τ
τ +(vi(t)+vi+1(t))/2b

vd
i (t +∆t) = min[vmax,vi(t)+a∆t,vs

i (t +∆t)]

vi(t +∆t) = max
[
0,vd

i (t +∆t)−σ a∆t η
]
,

wherevs
i is the speed required to maintain a safety distance from its leading vehicle,

vs
d is its desired target speed, andvs

i is its actual speed. The random variableη is uni-

formly distributed in the interval[0,1] thus introducing a stochastic behavior, whose

effect is scaled by the factorσ a∆t.

2.3 Physical Channel Consideration

2.3.1 The Wireless Channel in VANETs

The statistical characterization of the physical channel of V2V communications is a

complex task. According to [94], a general consensus on a specific model has not

been yet attained, due to two main causes.
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First of all, it is difficult to define a common reference scenario, because of the

extreme variety of environments of interest for IVCs. Roadscan run in a desert coun-

tryside, inside a tunnel, or in a urban canyon studded with skyscrapers. Furthermore,

because of its metallic nature, the density and the type of surrounding vehicles have

a huge impact on the number of multi-path reflections experienced by the receiver.

Also the antenna radiation pattern is highly influenced by its placement with respect

to the vehicle (i.e., inside, on the roof). The impact of the different reference models

on the Bit Error Rate (BER) and Frame Error Rate (FER) have been analyzed in [95].

The second, but not less important, reason is the lack of statistically meaningful

empirical models [94]. In [96] the authors have focused on a single and relatively

simple scenario, an expressway, and on a very simple metric,the delay spread. They

have then compared the results generated using several empirical models obtained

from independent measurement campaigns [97–100], showingthat, even in this easy

situation, this set of representative models provides discordant results.

From the point of view of the network layer, a physical wireless channel behaves

as ON-OFF system, since the packet can be either successfully received or discarded.

Typically, a checksum is used to determine the reception status of the channel (e.g.,

the FCS in the IEEE 802.11 model). In network simulator, a common approach is

which of defining a hard threshold, the receiver sensitivity, denoted as RXTH (dimen-

sion: [dB], according which, a packet is successfully received (with probability 1),

only and only if the received powerPr (dimension: [W] is greater then the sensitiv-

ity. On the other hand, the packet is discarded with probability 1 whenPr < RXTH.

Thanks to this assumption, in order to know if a packet is correctly received or not, it

is only necessary to derivePr and compare it to RXTH.

Once fixed the transmit power, denoted asPt (dimension: [W]), the value ofPr

depends only on the inner characteristics of the wireless channel, and the distance

between the transmitter and the receiver. There are two family of physical channel

model, deterministic and stochastic. With a deterministicpath-loss model, such as

Friis and Two Ray Ground (TRG) models [101], once setting thetransmit power and

the receiver sensitivity, it is possible to calculate the transmission range, defined in

this work with the symbolz (dimension: [m]). When the distance is grater then the
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transmission range, the packet is never received, conversely it is always correctly

detected for distance smaller than the transmission range.On the opposite hand, in

stochastic models the instantaneous power is a random variable [101], and it is only

possible to derive theaveragereceived power. In this case we cannot defined a finite

transmission range, since it is not possible to a-priory predict if a packet will be

successfully decoded knowing the distance from the source.However, we will define

the transmission range with respect to the average receivedpower. Depending on the

characteristic of the channel, there are several types of stochastic model, such as the

Shadowing, Rayleigh, Weibull, or Nakagami models [102,103].

Because of the aforementioned lack of consensus, in recent years the researchers

have used many different path loss models, either deterministic or stochastic. A non

exhaustive list comprehend: Friis [54,104], TRG [16], Shadowing [105], Rayleigh [106],

and Nakagami adopted in [65, 107], on the basis of empirical measurements [108,

109]. Moreover, even if not yet used in practice, there are several studies [110, 111]

showing that the path loss follows a Weibull distribution [112]. In our work we

have considered both a deterministic (Friis, TRG) and stochastic (Nakagami) channel

models.

The Friis model is valid in quite unrealistic scenarios, without any obstacles,

while the TRG can be used where the transmitter and receiversantennas are near to

the ground. In particular, according to the Friis model, thereceived power can be

expressed as follows:

Pr(d) = PtGtGr

(
λ

4πd

)2

,

whereGt and Gr denote the antenna gain of, respectively, the transmitter and the

receiver, whileλ (dimension: [m]) is the wavelength corresponding to the used the

carrier frequency, denoted withfc (dimension: [Hz]) (e.g.,λ = c/ fc, wherec repre-

sents the speed of light).

The TRG model is defined by the following equations:

Pr(d) =





PtGtGr

(
λ

4πd

)2
d ≤ d∗

PtGtGr

(
hthr
d2

)2
d > d∗,

(2.3)
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whereht andhr are the heights of the the transmitter and the receiver antenna, while

d∗ is a threshold defined as

d∗ =
4πhthr

λ
.

It is trivial to observe that in the interval[0,d∗] the Friis and the TRG models are

identical.

According to am-Nakagami distribution the signal amplitude is distributed as

follows [103]:

fx(x) =
2mmx2m−1

Γ(m)Ωm exp

(
−mx2

Ω

)
, x≥ 0, Ω > 0, m> 0.5,

wheremandΩ are suitable parameters, in particularΩ is the average received power.

The corresponding Probability Density Function (PDF) of the received powerPr it is

therefore given by a gamma distribution of the following form:

fY(y) =
(m

Ω

)m ym−1

Γ(m)
exp
(
−my

Ω

)
, y≥ 0.

In order to use the Nakagami model it is necessary to specify the average received

power (Γ). In [113], the authors defineΩ (expressed in dB) as a piecewise constant

function ofd:

Ω(d)[dB] =





10γ0 log(d/dref) 0< d ≤ d0

10γ0 log(dγ
0/dref)+10γ1 log(d/dγ

0) d0 < d ≤ d1

10γ0 log(dγ
0/dref)+10γ1 log(dγ

1/dγ
0)+10γ2 log(d/dγ

1) dγ
1 < d,

(2.4)

wheredref represents a reference distance that can be freely chosen (we setdref =

1 m), while γ0, γ1, γ2, d0, andd1 have been set according to the empirical values

obtained by measurements on highway [113]. Obviously, by setting gammai = 2 for

i = 0,1,2 in equation (2.4), we have the same attenuation of the Friismodel.

Also the parameterm has a huge impact, since it determines the shape of the

PDF. For example, whenm= 1 the Nakagami PDF coincides with a Rayleigh dis-

tribution, whenm< 1 the Nakagami distribution determines a severe fading (worse

than Rayleigh), while withm> 1 we have a Ricean model, less sever than Rayleigh
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Table 2.1: Main parameters of Friis, TRG, and Nakagami propagation models.
Parameters Values

fc 5.9 GHz

Gt, Gr 1

ht, hr 2 m

γ0, γ1, γ2 1.9, 3.8, 3.8

dγ
0, dγ

1 200, 500 m

m0, m1, m2 1.5, 0.75, 0.75

dm
0 , dm

1 80, 200 m

(e.g., if m→ ∞ the Nakagami distribution reduces to deterministic model). In [113]

the authors definemas a piecewise constant function ofd:

m(d) =





m0 d < dm
0

m1 dm
0 ≤ d < dm

1

m2 dm
1 ≤ d,

wherem0, m1, m2, dm
0 , anddm

1 have been set according to the empirical values pre-

sented in [113].

2.3.2 Effects on the Performance of Physical Channel Characteristics

We now analyze the performance obtained using the Friis, TRG, and Nakagami

model in a typical VANETs environment, characterized by having fc = 5.9 GHz,

as established by the IEEE 802.11p specification, and byht = hr = 2 m, by consider-

ing the typical distance from the ground and an antenna mounted on the roof of a car.

These parameters along with these used for the Nakagami model are summarized in

Table 2.1.

In Figure 2.1 we showPr(d) as a function of the distance, obtained with the Friis,

TRG, and Nakagami propagation models and using the parameter of Table 2.1. The

transmit power is set to 100 mW (20 dBm), that is the maximum value allowed in
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Figure 2.1: Received power obtained with the Friis, TRG, andNakagami propagation

models, using the parameters summarized in Table 2.1, andPt = 100 mW.

Europe in the 5.9 GHz frequency band. In Figure 2.1 it is also shown the minimum

sensitivity mandated by the IEEE 802.11p standard (85 dBm) [20]. In Figure 2.1 we

observe that in the considered range ([0, 1200] m), the Friisand TRG models lead to

identical results. This can be motivated by observing that using the values of Table 2.1

d∗ ≈ 990 m. For this reason, in the rest of the paper we will only consider the Friis

model. Putting the values in Table 2.1 in equation (2.4), theNakagami propagation

model leads to a significantly smaller transmission range, namelyz≈ 420 m, then the

valuez≈ 700 m achieved with the deterministic models.

Therefore using the Nakagami model it is necessary to use a higher transmit

power than in deterministic model, to have the same average transmission range. For

instance, using the Friis model a transmission rangez= 500 m can be obtained by

settingPt = 16.7 dBm, while using the Nakagami propagation model the same result

is obtained by settingPt = 21.5 dBm. However, in the case of Nakagami we talk of

average received power, but the real value experienced by a node at a given distanced

from the destination, as shown by Figure 2.2, where it is represented the distribution
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Figure 2.2: Distribution ofPr(d) at the distanced = 500 m, obtained with the

Nakagami propagation model, using the parameters summarized in Table 2.1, and

Pt = 21.5 dBm.

of Pr(d) at the distanced = 500 m, obtained with the Nakagami propagation models

using the parameters summarized in Table 2.1, andPt = 21.5 dBm. In Figure 2.2 we

observe that the mode of the PDF is in TXRX, but the are a significant probability

of having larger or smaller received power thus yielding to ahigh variability on the

effective communication range. Because of this large fluctuations, also the FER ex-

perienced by a node is not a step-wise function as in the case of the Friis model, but

it is a continuous function, as visible in Figure 2.3, where it is shown the FER as a

function of the distance, obtained with the Friis and Nakagami propagation model,

after having setting the respectivePt at a value that leads to a transmission range of

respectively, 200 m and 500 m.
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Figure 2.3: FER obtained with the Friis, and Nakagami propagation models, using the

parameters summarized in Table 2.1. In both cases, we imposez, 200 m and 500 m,

settingPt accordingly.

2.4 IEEE 802.11 Implementation in ns-2

The last release of ns-2 (ns-2.34) contains two implementations of the IEEE standard,

the default IEEE 802.11b module and a new IEEE 802.11p module, which differ in

several aspects.

The default IEEE 802.11b module of ns-2 is not well coded and rich of bugs.

In particular, in [87], the authors have found several issues, not entirely fixed in the

subsequent releases. In the current version there are stilltwo main problems, both de-

scribed in [87]. The first is an incorrect management of the EIFS inter-frame after a

collision, that leads to slightly better performance in congested networks. The second

problem is related to the standard interpretation. As explained in Section 1.2.2, ac-

cording to the IEEE 802.11 specifications a node should not enter in pre-backoff state

if the channel is idle and it is sending the first frame of a burst or an isolated frame.

The default IEEE 802.11b module of ns-2 acts differently. Inparticular, the sender
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always perform the pre-backoff wait even in sending an isolated packet and the chan-

nel is idle. This waste of time leads to slightly worse performance in not-congested

scenario, but it does not affect the saturated scenarios. Onthe other hand, it is ben-

eficial in broadcast communications, since it avoids collisions in the first frames of

the communication. We also note that this approximation wasalso widely adopted in

many theoretical studies [114].

The IEEE 802.11p module has been designed from the scratch and it is a com-

pletely revised architecture for the PHY and MAC modules [113]. More precisely, the

MAC layers models the basic DCF IEEE 802.11p mechanism, but without supporting

the EDCA mechanism foresees by the IEEE 802.11p amendment. Therefore. using

the IEEE 802.11p module is not possible to simulate the multi-channels features of

the IEEE 802.11p/WAVE stack protocol. We observe that in this implementation, the

authors have correctly interpreted the standard, and hence, a node does non enter in

the pre-backoff when sending the first frame of a burst. However, from the point of

view of broadcast communications, the new implementation of the MAC behaves as

the default IEEE 802.11 module. In fact, the reception of a frame is followed by a

DIFS period, during which the receiver sees a busy channel. Therefore, in the case of

a broadcast multihop protocol, all the retransmissions by the forwarder node sees a

busy channel, and hence the always experiences a pre-backoff. We observe that this

happen as long the delay introduced by the higher layers is smaller than DIFS.

The PHY component of IEEE 802.11p module introduces a more advanced man-

agement of the interference, and of the phenomenon of the packet capturing. In par-

ticular, the PHY modules continuously tracks the cumulative received power com-

prehensive of both noise and signal(s), thus computing the Signal to Interference

plus Noise Ratio (SINR) for every packet. A packet can be successfully decode if

its SINR remains over a suitable threshold, associated to the used modulation format

(i.e., 5 dB for the BPSK modulation), for all the packet duration. Differently from

the standard module, the PHY module ignores the concept of receiving threshold,

without assessing if the cumulative received power is over the carrier sense thresh-

old, which is used to determine the status of the channel. done in the IEEE 802.11b

module. We by-pass the problem by imposing that the carrier sense threshold value is
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identical to the sum of the modulation threshold (i.e., 5 dB for the BPSK modulation)

and the noise power.

Now it is interesting to assess the impact of these differentIEEE 802.11 imple-

mentation on the performance of the most traditional multihop broadcast protocol,

the naive flooding protocol. We utilize the same reference scenario that will be de-

scribed in Section 3.2, withρs = 0.04 veh/m, andz= 500 m (e.g., on average, there

are on 20 nodes in the forward transmission range of a node). As reference metric

we consider the number of transmissions and the REachability (RE), defined as the

ratio between the number of nodes that have received the sentpacket, with respect

to the number of nodes in the network2. There is a single source sending packet of

300 bytes, generated according to a Poisson distribution ofparameterλ (dimension:

[pck/s]). We have considered 4 different MAC module, all transmitting with a data

rate of 3 Mbit/s:

• the legacy ns-2.34 implementation, indicated as 802.11b;

• the ns-2.34 implementation patched according to [87], denoted as “802.11b

[87], wo BO”, since in this case there is no backoff if the channel is free;

• the ns-2.34 implementation patched according to [87], with the insertion of the

pre-backoff as in the original implementation, and thus denoted as “802.11b

[87], w BO”; it is important to note that this is the version effectively used in

our work;

• the IEEE 802.11p module present in the ns-2.34 release, indicated as 802.11p.

This implementation has slightly different values of slot time duration, SIFS

and DIFS duration, but we set the save values CWmin = 31 as in the IEEE 802.11b

standard.

In all cases the data rate of is equal to 3 Mbit/s and CWmin = 31.

In Figure 2.4 are depicted the RE and the number of transmissions. as a function

of the hop index, obtained considering a fixed packet size of 300 bytes, and two values

of λ , respectively, 1 pck/s and 385 pck/s. Figure 2.4 offers to usseveral precious

2The RE which will be more precisely defined in Section 3.2
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Figure 2.4: RE (a), and (b) number of transmissions, as a function of the hop index

i, obtained using the flooding protocol coupled with several implementations of the

IEEE 802.11 standard. Results are obtained by setting:ρsz= 20 veh, a packet size

of 300 bytes, a data rate of 3 Mbit/s, and two values ofλ , respectively, 1 pck/s and

385 pck/s.
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insights:

• When λ = 1 pck/s, the traffic load is scarce (2.4 Kbit/s) with respect to the

data rate, hence, the EIFS is never used, the interference islimited, while the

pre-backoff has a certain importance. In fact, because of the lack of the pre-

backoff the “802.11b [87], wo BO” is the unique module not achieving RE=1.

We also observe that while the IEEE 802.11p module offers RE=1, but in a

larger number of hops than the 802.11b modules.

• Whenλ = 285s pck/s, the traffic load is 685 Kbit/s, approximately the 25% of

the available data rate, thus representing a saturation condition. In this case, the

EIFS is therefore frequently employed, the interference ishigh, while the pre-

backoff has no importance. The flawed EIFS management of the legacy IEEE

802.11b guarantees a slightly advantage with respect to thepatched releases.

At the same time, we observe that the improved interference management of

the IEEE 802.11p module, yields to a huge performance boost.In fact, in this

case the packets are correctly received by a number of nodes 30% higher than

in the IEEE 802.11b implementations.

• By observing Figure 2.4 it emerges clearly that the IEEE 802.11p could obtain

a much higher RE, thanks to a more homogeneous distribution of the transmis-

sions across the hops. More precisely, it seems that the PHY module limits the

number of transmissions and thus the number of collisions, by reducing the ef-

fective transmission range of a node. This can also motivatethe larger number

of hops.

From this analysis it is emerged that the IEEE 802.11b modules offer comparable

performance in both low and high traffic load conditions. On the contrary, the IEEE

802.11p has a radically different behavior, especially at high traffic load, where it is

good antidote for the broadcast storm problem, limiting theneed of refined multihop

broadcast schemes. Finally, it is important to point out that in our simulations we

have used the so-called “802.11b [87], wo BO” implementation.



Chapter 3

The Irresponsible Forwarding

Broadcast Protocol

3.1 Introduction

As shown in Section 1.5, in literature there are many multihop broadcast protocols,

with good characteristics and quasi-optimal performance.However, in our opinion,

the existing protocols are still not satisfactory, and we feel it is possible to obtain bet-

ter results. First of all, most the proposed protocols are empirical, in the sense they are

not supported by a theoretical background proving their efficiency. One remarkable

exception is constituted by the SB protocol, whose design isderived from an analy-

tical latency optimization [74]. Furthermore, with the exception of the EMDV [65],

that has been designed targeting physical channels affected by fading, all the pro-

posed approaches ignores the underlying nature of the VANETs’ physical channel,

that has been proved to be affected by severe fading, as shownin Section 2.3. For

instance, we are doubtful about the effectiveness in a vehicular environments, where

the nodes experience severe and uncorrelated fading, of theprotocols based on the

black-burst technique, such as UMB [22] and BPAB [75]. An additional problem is

constituted by the scarce reliability of the simulative tools commonly employed for

analyzing the protocol performance, as shown in Section 2.4, even different releases
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of the same simulator can lead to very different performance. This problem is rarely

taken into account, with the remarkable exception of EMDV [65].

For these reasons, in this chapter we propose a probabilistic-based multihop

broadcast scheme, denoted as Irresponsible Forwarding (IF), designated with the goal

of guaranteeing both the minimum latency and the minimum channel occupancy. The

IF protocol does not introduce overhead, is extremely simple and it only requires the

presence of a GPS receiver in the vehicle. Furthermore, it has shown to to successfully

operating also in channel affected by fading. The remainderof this chapter is orga-

nized as follows. In Section 3.2, we describe the reference scenario. In Section 3.2

we accurately describe the IF protocol, while in Section 3.4we present an analytical

framework that offers some insights about the behavior of IF. The performance of

the IF protocol in realistic IEEE 802.11b multi-hop linear networks is investigated

in Section 3.5. It is important to underline that the simulative results shown in this

chapter have been obtained using the IEEE 802.11b module of the ns-2 simulator.

As emerged in Section 2.4, by using the IEEE 802.11p module wewould proba-

bly obtain different performance, especially in saturation conditions. However, we

can anticipate that simulation results obtained with the IEEE 802.11p standard are

present in Chapter 6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 3.6.

3.2 The Reference Scenario

Figure 3.1 shows the linear network topology of reference. We consider a static one-

dimensional wireless network withN (receiving) nodes. Each node is uniquely iden-

tified by the indicesj ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N}. The assumption of static nodes is not restricting

and, in Chapter 5, we will provide more details on the applicability of the obtained

results to mobile networks. The source node, denoted as node0, is placed at the west

end of the network, therefore there is a single propagation direction (eastbound). The

following preliminary assumptions are introduced to derive simple, yet significant,

insights. The inter-vehicle spacing is distributed according to an exponential distribu-

tion with mean 1/ρs, whereρs is the vehicle spatial density (dimension: [veh/m]). In

other words, the nodes’ positions are generated according to a one-dimensional Pois-
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Figure 3.1: A typical linear network topology of a VANET.

son distribution with parameterρs—the validity of this assumption is confirmed by

empirical traffic data [115]. Each vehicle has a fixed transmission range, denoted asz

(dimension: [m])—the transmission range depends, obviously, on the transmit power

Pt (dimension: [W]). The model presented in this chapter are based on the assump-

tion of a Friis propagation model, leading to a deterministic one-to-one relationship

between the transmission range and the transmit power, as illustrated in Section 2.3.

Each vehicle is equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver. As a re-

sult, each vehicle knows its own position at any given time. The network size (the line

length) is set toL (dimension: [m]). For generality, we denote asnormalized network

sizethe positive real numberℓnorm, L/z, and we observe thatρsz (dimension: [veh])

represents the average number of vehicles within a transmission range.

Each topology realization, consistent with the previous assumptions, is obtained

by iteratively generating the positions of consecutive nodes (with exponentially di-

stributed distance between a pair of consecutive nodes). The generation process stops

as soon asd0,N+1 > L, whered0,N+1 is the (positive) distance between the source

node and theN+1-th node. Therefore,N is the random variable denoting the index

of the last generated node. In general,d j,k denotes the distance between the two nodes

j andk ( j,k ∈ {1, . . . ,N}). In order to guarantee the significance of every scenario,

we impose that the 1-st node has to lie in the interval[0,z], i.e., d0,1 < z, so that

N > 1. Apparently, these requirements break the Poissonianityof nodes’ position

process. However, conditionally ond0,1, the remaining nodes in the set{2, . . . ,N}
are still distributed according to a Poisson point process of parameterρs. Consider-

ing that1 E[d0,1]≃ 1/ρs, it is accurate to assume that the number of nodes, denoted as

1Given thatd0,1 < z, it follows thatd0,1 has the truncated exponential probability density function
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N′ , N−1, in the network region[d0,1,L] (i.e., after the first node) has a Poisson dis-

tribution with parameterρs(L−1/ρs)= ρsL−1. On the basis of the previous assump-

tions, we want to preliminary investigate the network connectivity (which does not

depend on the chosen broadcasting protocol). To this end, weintroduce the concept

of last reachable node(identified by the indexnreach). Given that there areN nodes in

the network, for every pair of consecutive nodes, say( j, j +1), j ∈ [1,2, . . . ,N−1],

since the distribution ofd j, j+1 is well approximated by an exponential distribution

with parameterρs, there is (approximately) a probabilitye−ρsz that d j, j+1 > z. We

denote asj∗ the minimum node index such thatd j∗, j∗+1 > z. Clearly, if j∗ exists, than

the (j∗+1)-th node is unreachable from any nodej < j∗+1. Therefore, the network

is said topologically disconnected andnreach= j∗. Conversely, if j∗ does not exist,

then the network is topologically connected andnreach= N. Obviously, the average

value of the rationreach/N is a meaningful metric to evaluate the connectivity level of

the network.

In Figure 3.2,E [nreach/N] is shown as a function of the productρsz, consid-

ering both simulation and analytical results. More precisely, the simulation results

are obtained by averaging, for each value ofρsz, the values of the rationreach/N

obtained over 1000 network topologies generated accordingto the previous assump-

tions.2 Recalling thatN′ = N− 1 is approximately Poisson(ρsL − 1), the average

valueE [nreach/N] can be analytically approximated as follows:

E

[
nreach

1+N′

]
=

∞

∑
j=0

E

[
nreach

1+N′
∣∣N′ = j

]
P{N′ = j}

≃
∞

∑
j=0

1
1+ j

E
[
nreach

∣∣N′ = j
] (ρsL−1) j e−(ρsL−1)

j!
. (3.1)

Given thatN′ = j, nreachcan assume values between 1 (if only the first node is con-

fd0,1(τ) =
ρse−ρsτ

1−e−ρsz [U(τ)−U(τ −z)], whereU(·) is the unit step function. It can be shown thatE[d0,1] =

1/ρs−ze−ρsz/(1−e−ρsz) is well approximated by 1/ρs, i.e., by the average value of a (non-truncated)

exponential distribution.
2Note that the assumption thatd0,1 < z, i.e.,N ≥ 1, makes the chosen metric meaningful.
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Figure 3.2: The average ratioE[nreach/N] as a function ofρsz.

nected) andj +1 (if all nodes are connected). More precisely

P{nreach= ℓ|N′ = j} ≃
{

(1−PD)
ℓPD 1≤ ℓ≤ j −1

(1−PD)
j ℓ= j

wherePD = e−ρsz is the probability that two consecutive nodes are disconnected, i.e.,

that the distance between them is longer thanz. Therefore,

E
[
nreach

∣∣N′ = j
]
≃

j−1

∑
ℓ=1

ℓ(1−PD)
ℓPD + j(1−PD)

j (3.2)

and, inserting (3.2) into (3.1), the desired average value can be approximated. As

one can see from the results in Figure 3.2, the proposed analytical approximation is

very accurate. It can be observed thatE [nreach/N] is an increasing function ofρsz

that approaches 1 forρsz≥ 12 veh. In other words, forρsz≥ 12 veh the network is

completely connected. This preliminary network connectivity analysis will allow to

better characterize all performance results, relative to the IF protocol, which will be

presented in Section 3.3.
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3.3 The IF Protocol

In a self-organizing traffic information system, vehicles share and distribute the traf-

fic information by rebroadcasting a received information packet to their neighbors.

Reducing the number of redundant packets, while still ensuring good coverage and

reachability, is one of the main objectives in multi-hop broadcasting. In this chapter,

we propose a new probabilistic-based broadcasting scheme for multi-hop linear net-

works (e.g., highway vehicular networks), denoted as Irresponsible Forwarding (IF),

where each vehicle rebroadcasts a received data packet on the basis of (i) its distance

from the source and (ii) the spatial density of its neighbors. The key idea is that a node

implicitly evaluates the probability that there is anothernode, in its proximity, which

can rebroadcast. If this probability is sufficiently high, then the former node “irre-

sponsibly” chooses not to rebroadcast. Unlike other existing probability assignment

schemes, IF takes into account the statistical distribution of the vehicles on the road.

Moreover, for sufficiently large values of the node spatial density the average number

of rebroadcast packets can be regulated by properly tuning asingle parameter.

Let us consider a vehicle, at a generic distanced from the source node (positioned

at the origin of the horizontal axis), within the transmission range of the source. In

Figure 3.1,Nz denotes the number of nodes within the transmission range ofthe

source, i.e.,d ∈ {d1,d2, . . . ,dz}. According to the idea of the IF protocol, the vehicle

should rebroadcast the packet only if the probability of finding another vehicle in the

consecutive interval of lengthz−d is low; otherwise, it should not. More specifically,

when a vehicle receives a packet, it compares its position with that of the transmitter

and computes its rebroadcast probability as follows:

p = exp

{
−ρv

s (z−d)
c

}
(3.3)

wherec≥ 1 is a tunable parameter which can be selected to “shape” the probability

of rebroadcasting (as a function ofd)—the higher the value ofc, the higher the proba-

bility of rebroadcasting at any positiond—andρv
s is thelocal vehicle spatial density,

evaluated by each vehicle, independently from the other vehicles, at timet. The local

spatial densityρv
s (t) can be significantly different from the average vehicular density.
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In static scenario as the ones considered in this chapter, the time-dependence has no

effect and thereforeρv
s (t) ≡ ρv

s . We remark that the IF protocol acts on a per-packet

basis and does not keep memory of past forwarding decisions.

According to the considerations expressed in Section 1.5, this approach can be

also interpreted by means the minimum connected set theory [57, 59], according

with, ideally one always want to select the node with the maximum extended cov-

erage. In a one-dimensional scenario this coincides with selecting the furthest node

from the transmitter, thus motivating the retransmission probability expression of

equation (3.3).

In Figure 3.3, the rebroadcast probability is shown, as a function of the distance

between the receiver and the transmitter, for various values of c and ρsz. This fi-

gure can be interpreted as follows. Whend is small, the value ofp is also small

because the receiving vehicle is very close to the transmitter and, therefore, it should

let the other node take the responsibility of rebroadcasting. Whend becomes larger,

the value ofp becomes larger and approaches 1 when the node is at the edge of

the transmission range. Note that with the probability assignment in (3.3), the node
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spatial density is also taken into account. When the networkis sparse, the overall

rebroadcast probability should be high (e.g., even if the receiving node is relatively

close to the transmitter) in order to ensure complete reachability. As observed in Fi-

gure 3.3, whenρsz decreases from 0.05 veh/m to 0.01 veh/m, the overall forwarding

probability also increases. In addition, the coefficientc is also effective at shaping

the rebroadcast probability, as the overall rebroadcast probability can be increased by

increasing the value ofc.

3.4 Performance Analysis of IF in Ideal Networks

In this section, we investigate the performance of the IF protocol in “ideal” (collision

free) networks. As a meaningful performance metric, we consider the average number

of redundant packets, rebroadcast by the nodes in the network, upon transmission of

a single packet by the source. This metric is illustrative ofthe energy consumption

incurred by the network in broadcasting a single information packet generated by the

source. Obviously, the average number of rebroadcast packets should be kept as small

as possible, yet guaranteeing complete network reachability. The broadcast process,

upon transmission of a data packet from the source (placed atthe origin of the axis),

evolves according to the following consecutive rebroadcast rounds:

• in the first round, some of the nodes in(0,z) will rebroadcast the received

packet;

• in the second round, some of the nodes receiving the rebroadcast packets, will

rebroadcast them on their own;3

• the process continues in the following rounds until no nodeforwards the packet

further.

Consider the first rebroadcast round. The average number of redundant packets

coincides with the average number of vehicles that rebroadcast the packet transmitted

3Obviously, we are implicitly assuming that once a node has received a packet, regardless of the fact

that it rebroadcasts the packet or not, it will rebroadcast no more copies of the same packet.
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by the source. Suppose that we indicate the vehicles in(0,z) from 1 to Nz in an

increasing order of distance from the origin, as shown in Figure 3.1. According to

the considered Poisson point distribution, it is immediateto conclude thatNz has

a Poisson distribution with parameterρsz. Let Vi , i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nz}, be the following

Bernoulli random variable:

Vi =

{
1 if vehicle i rebroadcasts

0 otherwise.

Let M1 be the random variable denoting the number of vehicles that rebroadcast in

the first round. The average number of vehicles in(0,z) which rebroadcast the packet

can then be written as:

E[M1] =
Nz

∑
i=1

Vi . (3.4)

In the Section A of the Appendix, it is shown that (3.4) can be expressed, assuming

thatρs is known, as follows:

E[M1] =





∑∞
n=1

(ρsz)
n e−ρsz

n! ∑n
i=1

(ρsz)
i e−ρsz

i!

· 1

1−e−ρsz∑i−1
j=0

(ρsz) j

j!

if c= 1

∑∞
n=1

(ρsz)
n e−ρsz

n! ∑n
i=1

(
c

c−1

)i
e−

ρsz
c

·1−e−ρ′sz∑i−1
j=0

(ρ′sz) j

j!

1−e−ρsz∑i−1
j=0

(ρsz) j

j!

if c> 1

(3.5)

whereρ ′
s, ρs(1−1/c). The final expression (3.5) forE[M1] can be evaluated numer-

ically. In particular, this expression is a function ofc andρsz. As will be shown at the

end of this section and the next, by properly selecting the value of c it is possible to

asymptotically (for large values ofρsz) “tune” the number of rebroadcasts. Ifc≫ 1,

it can be shown that (see Section A of the Appendix)

E[M1]≃ ρsze−
ρsz
c . (3.6)
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Computing the average number of packets transmitted in the second rebroadcast

round is much more complicated, since it dependsnot onlyon the average number

of vehicles which rebroadcast in the first round,but alsoon their specific positions.

Moreover, there might be a vehicle outside(0,z) which receives two rebroadcast

copies by two different vehicles in(0,z). In general, denoting byM j the number of

vehicles which rebroadcast at thej-th rebroadcasting round, withj = 2,3, . . ., eva-

luatingE[M j ] analytically is a challenging and open problem. However, itis possible

to analyze the redundancy rate by resorting to simple simulations, as discussed in the

remainder of this subsection.

We have implemented a Matlab-based simulator for evaluating the average num-

ber of packets collectively rebroadcast by vehicles in the network. In each simulation

trial, vehicles are placed on a straight line of lengthL = 10 km according to a Pois-

son point process with densityρs. In all simulation scenarios, we consider a fixed

transmission range ofz= 100 m. The first vehicle is designated as the source and

transmits one information packet. The initial transmission of a new packet from the

source is denoted as the 0-th hop transmission, while the source itself identifies the

so-called 0-thtransmission domain. After the source transmission, the packet is then

received by a subset of the source’s neighbors, that are the potential rebroadcasting

nodes for the 1-st hop. Hence, their union constitutes the 1-st transmission domain.

Each vehicle in the 1-st transmission domain decides to forward the packet with

a probability given in (3.3), where the value ofρs corresponds exactly to the density

of the Poisson point process (assumed to be known by all nodes).

It is possible that more than one vehicle, in the first rebroadcast round, decide to

rebroadcast the packet. As a result, a vehicle in the second rebroadcast round may

receive more than one copy of the information packet. In thiscase, a vehicle will

make the rebroadcast decision upon the reception of the firstcopy of the packet only

and other copies of the packet will be ignored. This rebroadcasting process continues

until either the packet dies (i.e., no vehicle rebroadcaststhe packet further) or the

packet reaches the last vehicle in the network. The number ofpackets transmitted in

each rebroadcast round is recorded and collected at the end of the simulation trial.

The simulation is repeated for 100,000 trials and theaveragenumber of packets
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Figure 3.4: Average number of packets rebroadcast in the first rebroadcast round as

a function ofρsz. Various values ofc= 1,3,5,10 are considered. Analytical (lines)

and simulation (symbols) results are compared.

collectively rebroadcasted in each round is computed.

First, we validate the analytical results, relative to the first broadcast round, with

simulations. In particular, we compare the average number of rebroadcasts, given

by (3.5), with the simulation-based estimated value.4 In Figure 3.4,E[M1] is shown,

as a function ofρsz, considering various values ofc andi = 1. It can be observed that

analytical and simulation results are in perfect agreement. This verifies the validity

of the analytical expressions in (3.5) for computing the average number of packets

rebroadcast by the vehicles in the first round. Moreover, from the results in Figure 3.4,

one can also conclude that:

lim
ρsz→∞

E[M1] = c. (3.7)

In other words, when the average number of vehicles, within atransmission range,

becomes sufficiently large, the average number of vehicles which rebroadcast is equal

4Equation (3.5) indicates thatE[Mi ] is a function of the productρsz and of the shaping parameter

c however, with the aim of simplifying the notation, we omit this explicit relationship throughout the

whole text.
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Figure 3.5: Average numbers of rebroadcast packets in the first, second, fifth, and

tenth rebroadcast rounds (i) as functions ofρsz. The value ofc is set to 1 (bottom

curves) and 5 (upper curves). All results are simulation-based.

to the parameterc, which can bea priori set by the network designer. An analytical

proof of (3.7) is an open problem.

Next, we investigate the characteristics of the average numbers of rebroadcasts in

the next rebroadcast rounds. In Figure 3.5, the average numbers of packets rebroad-

cast in the first, second, fifth, and tenth rounds are shown as functions of the product

ρsz. The shaping parameterc assumes two different values: 1 and 5. Regardless of

the value ofc, it can be observed that the average number of rebroadcast packets de-

creases as the packet gets farther away from the source vehicle, i.e., for increasing

value ofi. This is intuitively expected, due to the probabilistic broadcasting nature of

IF. In the case withc= 1, the average number of rebroadcasts is smaller than one for

i > 1. This implies that the packet will rarely get forwarded beyond the first round.

Moreover, this indicates that the rebroadcast probabilityin this scenario (withc= 1)

is too small. On the opposite, with a higher value of the shaping coefficient (c= 5),

the average number of rebroadcast packets at the 10-th rebroadcast round is still much

larger than 1. This implies that the source information packet has a high chance to

make more than 10 hops. In practice, one can choose a sufficiently large value ofc in
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order for the packet to make a desired number of hops.

From Figure 3.5, one can conclude that when the productρsz is large enough,

at any rebroadcast round the corresponding average number of rebroadcast packets

converges to a fixed value—as already observed in Figure 3.4 for the first rebroadcast

round. This is a desirable characteristic, which is unique to our forwarding scheme. In

other words, the IF scheme can, through proper selection of the value of the shaping

parameterc, limit the number of redundant forwarded packets even if thenetwork

becomes very dense. The behavior of IF is in sharp contrast with that of simpler

forwarding techniques, such as flooding, which become completely inefficient for

high node spatial density. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.5 with a

consideration on realistic IEEE 802.11 networks.

3.5 IF in IEEE 802.11b Networks

While in Section 3.4 we have considered an ideal scenario (without interference,

collisions, and channel access delay), we now investigate the performance of the

IF protocol when embedded in a realistic wireless communication protocol stack,

namely that of anad-hocIEEE 802.11 network. The performance will be analyzed

through simulations, which will be properly described before presenting the obtained

results. We remark that while the traffic load is ineffectivein the ideal configuration

considered in the previous section, in an IEEE 802.11 network scenario it will have a

relevant impact.

3.5.1 Performance Metrics

We consider two classes of performance metrics:per-hop, relative to the behavior

shown in a single transmission domain; andglobal, for a more general characteriza-

tion of the network-wide performance and independent of thespecific transmission

domain. For all considered metrics we only evaluate the first-order statistics (i.e., the

average values), with the exception of the delay. For all theperformance metrics de-

fined in this subsection, we omit the explicit dependence from zand from the product

ρsz.
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The following two per-hop performance metrics are considered: (i) the average

number of retransmissions at thei-th rebroadcast round, introduced in Section 3.4

and denoted asE[Mi], and (ii) the average domain size at thei-hop, denoted asDSi .

The domain sizeDS(i, j) is defined as the number of nodes contained in thei-th

transmission domain of thej-th packet. The average domain sizeDSi can then be

obtained from the arithmetic average of the domain sizes{DS(i, j)} as follows

DSi ,
1
Np

Np

∑
j=1

DS(i, j).

The average number of rebroadcasts per-hop and the average domain size are related

metrics and shed light on the ability of the IF protocol to self-sustain.

The performance of IF broadcasting schemes is analyzed considering various

performance metrics, including: (i) the end-to-end delay (D) , (ii) the reachability

(RE), and (iii) the transmission efficiency (TE). The first metric is the duration of the

packet trip between the source and the last reachable node.5

The RE, originally introduced in [56], is the fraction of nodes that receive the

source packet among the set of all reachable nodes. Intuitively, the RE is inversely

proportional to the normalized distance between the sourceand the last reachable

node, given byd0,nreach/z< ℓnorm. Since the RE is limited to the connected portion

of the network, less connected networks (withd0,nreach/z≪ ℓnorm) generally have a

higher RE than highly connected networks (withd0,nreach/z≈ ℓnorm).

The TE is a novel metric, introduced here for the first time. More precisely, for a

given packet, we define the TE as the ratio between its RE and the overall number of

rebroadcasts that is experienced during its transmission to the last reachable node. For

instance, given a network withnreach= 100, a packet that reaches 80 nodes, through

an overall number of retransmissions equal to 20, corresponds to a value of RE equal

to 80/100= 0.8 and a value of TE equal to 0.8/20= 0.04. Obviously, one would like

to have the highest possible value of TE. Generally, a high value of TE indicates that

a broadcasting protocol can minimize the latency while still being able to guarantee

the high value of RE. In fact, the TE is an indicator of the ability of the protocol to

5We remark that only the packets received correctly at thenreachare considered for evaluation ofD.
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select the “optimal” forwarding node.

3.5.2 Simulation Setup

In each simulation trial,ℓnorm is set to be 8. In each topology the source generated a

finite number (burst) ofNp = 1000 packets according to a Poisson process with para-

meterλ (dimension: [pck/s]).6 Each packet a fixed small size PS= 100 bytes, since

alert messages typically carries a small amount of information. The data rate is set

to 1 Mbit/s. Two values ofλ are considered. The first,λ = 0.1 pck/s, leads to a very

small traffic load of only 0.08 Kbits/s, while the second value,λ = 100 pck/s deter-

mines a high traffic load of 80 Kbits/s, roughly one tenth of the theoretical available

data-rate of 1 Mbit/s. Two values of the parameterc, namely 1 and 5, are chosen as

representative of mild and aggressive rebroadcasting policies, respectively. The re-

sults are obtained for a fixed node spatial densityρs= 0.01 veh/m, while the possible

values of the transmission rangez are listed in Table 3.1. In particular, the values of

z are selected so that the corresponding values ofρsz are between 1 veh and 20 veh.

This choice is motivated by the results of Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, which clearly

show that, for values ofρsz larger than 20 veh, the behavior of IF remains the same

(in fact, the network is fully connected as shown in Figures 3.3). In order to have a

more realistic simulation setup, we assume that every node uses, as the value forρv
s

in the probability assignment function (3.3), itslocal node spatial density, denoted as

ρ i
s, computed as the ratio between the number of single-hop neighbors and 2z. Howe-

ver, as we will see in Subsection 3.5.4, the assumption of local node spatial density

estimation has a negligible impact on the IF protocol performance, with respect to a

scenario where all nodes use the same overall average valueρs of the nodes’ Poisson

distribution.

The IF protocol is “inserted” on top of the IEEE 802.11b modelin ns-2.34 [48],

described in Section 2.4, and adopting the Friis free-spacepropagation model intro-

duced in Section 2.3. The relevant parameters of the IEEE 802.11b network and of

the IF protocol are listed in Table 3.1. Finally, in order to have a performance bench-

6All the results presented are accurate within±5% of the values shown with 95% confidence.
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Table 3.1: Main IEEE 802.11b network simulation parametersfor IF.
c {1,5}
λ {0.1,100} pck/s

ρs 0.01 veh/m

z {100,300,500,750,1000,1500,2000} m

ℓnorm 8

Packet Size 100 bytes

Carrier Freq. 2.4 GHz

Data rate 1 Mbps

CWmin 31

mark, we have also carried out simulations of the naive flooding protocol (denoted

as “flood” in the following figures), whose forwarding policyis trivial: every node

rebroadcasts any fresh packet with probability equal to 1 (i.e., always).

3.5.3 Performance Analysis

We investigate the behavior of the IF protocol analyzing thetwo per-hop metricsDSi

andE[Mi]. The average domain size is evaluated, as a function of the hop index i,

in Figure 3.6, usingρsz= 20 veh (as shown in Figure 3.3 this guarantees full net-

work connectivity with a high probability). From the results in Figure 3.6, one can

observe that if the packet interference is limited—this happens if the traffic load is

low (λ=0.1 pck/s) or the rebroadcast policy is non-aggressive (c = 1)—the initial

value ofDSi (e.g.,DS1) is equal toρsz, which is the average number of nodes in the

region(0,z) (see Section A of the Appendix). This means that all the nodeswithin

the transmission range of the source correctly receive the packets. Conversely, when

there is a significant level of interference,DS1 is much smaller thanρsz, since the

packet loss naturally leads to a reduction of the number of receiving nodes. From the

results in Figure 3.6, it can be concluded thatDSi ≤ DS1, for all values of i. After

the 9-th hop,DSi tends to zero, regardless of the broadcast scheme, since allnetwork
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Figure 3.6: Average per-hop domain size as a function of the hop index, forρsz =

20 veh. Various values ofc (1 and 5) andλ (100 pck/s and 0.1 pck/s) are considered.

nodes have been covered (being completely connected).

One can observe that the domain size remains practically constant for both flood-

ing and IF withc = 5 (regardless of the value ofλ ). At the opposite, for the IF

protocol withc= 1, it quickly drops to zero (regardless of the value ofλ ) for increas-

ing values ofi. In other words, whenc = 1 the IF protocol is not able to facilitate

the propagation of the packets in a large network, even in thepresence of a high node

spatial density. Conversely, a value ofc= 5 is sufficiently high to keep the forwarding

process alive. Indirectly, from the scenario withc= 5 one can conclude that the self-

interference introduced by the IF protocol is not critical,at least with the considered

traffic loads, since the domain sizes experience an approximately constant decrease.

In fact, if this were not the case, there would have been a sudden drop in the domain

sizes. Finally, we observe that a high traffic load (λ = 100 pck/s) does not change the

general behavior of the protocol, but for a strong reductionof DS1.

In Figure 3.5.3,E[Mi] is shown at the first (i = 1) and fourth (i = 4) transmission

domains as a function of the productρsz, with λ = 0.1 pck/s. The IF protocol is

used with two different settings of the shaping coefficientc (1 and 5). The results
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Figure 3.7: Average number of rebroadcast packets, as a function of ρsz. Various

values ofc andi are considered. The performance with the flooding protocol are also

shown.

in Figure 3.5.3 are obtained with the same conditions of Figure 3.5.3, but for the

value ofλ which is instead fixed to 100 pck/s (high traffic region). In both figures,
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the performance of flooding is also shown for comparison. From the results shown

in Figure 3.7, the IF protocol shows two clearly distinguishable trends, regardless of

the values ofi, c, andλ : (i) ∀i, E[Mi] is a decreasing function of the hop index; (ii)

∀i, E[Mi] is an increasing function ofρsz and converges to a saturation value which

depends on the shaping parameterc. It is straightforward to verify that these general

trends are coherent with those emerged by the analysis performed in Section 3.5 for

ideal networks.

By comparing the performance of flooding with that of the IF protocol, it is pos-

sible to observe the consistent gain, in terms of number of rebroadcasts, guaranteed

by the IF protocol in all considered scenarios. Moreover, from Figure 3.7, a signifi-

cant difference between the two protocols emerges. In particular, with the IF protocol,

E[Mi] saturates when the productρsz is high. In addition, the saturation value depends

on the value ofc but not on the value ofi. In contrast, with the flooding protocolE[Mi]

is an approximately linear function of the productρsz. Specifically, in Figure 3.5.3 we

observe that for a limited traffic intensity, the slope of theE[M1] curve is equal to 1, in

other words, it exactly coincides with the domain size at thesame hop (DS1) (e.g., all

the nodes receive and rebroadcast the packet). After havingexhaustively investigated

the local mechanisms of the IF protocol through per-hop metrics, we now turn our

attention to the global metrics, of particular interest from an application perspective.

We now analyze the results in terms of RE shown in Figure 3.5.3. First, we con-

centrate on the flooding protocol, whose behavior heavily depends on the traffic load.

In fact, it is increasing when the traffic load is small, and itshows an opposite de-

creasing trend when the traffic load is high. Whenλ = 0.1 pck/s, the flooding pro-

tocol always outperforms the IF protocol, clearly at the cost of a larger number of

rebroadcasts (as previously shown). Conversely, flooding suffers a performance loss

whenλ = 100 pck/s and the node spatial density is high (ρsz≥ 10 veh). With the

exception of the case withc= 5 andλ = 0.1 pck/s, which will be discussed later, all

the RE curves of the IF schemes exhibit the same monotonically decreasing trend,

converging to a (small) saturation value. There is a region,for ρsz< 5 veh, with a

very fast decrease, while forρsz≥ 10 veh the curves are relatively constant. Taking

into account the results shown in Figure 3.3, it can be observed that the decreasing
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Figure 3.8: (a) TE and (b) RE as functions ofρsz, considering flooding (black) and

the IF protocol withc= 1 (red) andc= 5 (blue). Two values of the traffic load are

used, respectively,λ = 100 pck/s (dashed lines) andλ = 0.1 pck/s (solid lines).

trend appears when the rationreach/N is small, while it disappears as the rationreach/N
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converges to 1.

The behavior of the IF protocol withc= 5 andλ = 0.1 pck/s is radically different

from that of the others schemes. In this case, the RE is monotonically increasing, with

the exception of a limited region belowρsz= 5 veh. Moreover, when the network is

connected, the RE slowly continues to grow (with a small slope), until it reaches a

value around 0.9. This (undesired) decreasing trend forρsz= 5 veh can be explained

as follows. Whenc= 1, the domain sizes drastically reduce (as shown in Figure 3.6).

The IF protocol cannot thus exploit the node spatial density. In this situation, the

maximum RE is obtained fornreach/N ≪ 1, i.e., when the network is not operational,

being poorly connected. A value ofc= 5, on the other hand, seems to be sufficiently

high to exploit the node spatial density, since the domain sizes tend to remain almost

constant (as shown in Figure 3.6). Even in this case, though,an excessive traffic

load (e.g.,λ = 100 pck/s), generates an increased amount of channel contentions

(especially in the first hops), thus eliminating the advantage of the larger value ofc

and leading to a small RE. Therefore, one can predict the existence of an optimal

value ofc for given values of the average traffic loadλ and of the productρsz.

Finally, in Figure 3.9D is shown as a function ofρsz. One can observe that in

the saturation region (high values ofρsz) the flooding protocol is very sensitive to the

traffic load, as shown by the “explosion” of the delay in the case withλ = 100 pck/s.

Conversely, all the IF curves exhibit an “attractive” behavior, since they are slightly

increasing in the region with low network connectivity (small valuesρsz), while they

become approximately constant in scenario with high connectivity (ρsz≈ 20). We

stress the fact that all IF schemes (withc = 1 andc = 5) have approximately the

same delay, in the saturation region whereas there is a gap for small values ofρsz.

This behavior is mostly due to the CSMA/CA mechanism. In fact, in the poorly

connected region, on average, the packets experience a small number of hops. In

addition the CSMA/CA manifests its effect mostly in the veryfirst hops experienced

by the packet when the traffic load is more intense due to the proximity to the source.
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Figure 3.9:D as a function ofρsz, obtained forλ = 100 pck/s andλ = 0.1 pck/s. The

curves are obtained for the IF protocol withc= 1, c= 5 and for the flooding protocol

(flood).

3.5.4 On the Impact of Local Node Spatial Density Estimation

As anticipated in Subsection 4.4.1, the simulation-based performance analysis in

IEEE 802.11b networks has been carried out considering local node spatial density

estimation. As intuitively expected, this should lead eachnode to a more accurate

selection of the probability of retransmission, thus optimizing the performance of the

IF protocol. However, in order to further simplify the practical communication pro-

tocol to be used (more precisely, to eliminate the need for exchanging hello messages

between neighbors), it is of interest to investigate the impact of the use of the esti-

mated global node spatial density at each node. This is coherent with the theoretical

analysis carried out in Section 3.5 and is meaningful for highway scenarios where a

vehicle could adaptively select the value of the node spatial density depending on the

period of the day (e.g., high node spatial density value during the rush hours and low

node spatial density value during the night).

In Figure 3.10, we directly compare the performance of the IFprotocol with

c = 5 in scenarios with local node spatial density estimation (the simulation set-
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c= 5 andλ = 100 pck/s,λ = 0.1 pck/s. Nodes use a global value ofρs (IF* curves)
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up considered in the previous subsections) and global node spatial density (denoted

as IF∗ in the figure). In particular, our comparison is carried out,in terms of RE

and delay, considering two possible values ofλ (representative of high and low data

traffic, respectively). As one can see, the differences, in terms of RE, are negligible

for all considered data traffic levels. Considering the delay, it can be observed that,

in the presence of high data traffic, the use of a global node spatial density slightly

reduces the delay.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have proposed a probabilistic-based rebroadcast scheme, denoted

as IF, for linear networks (e.g., highway-like vehicular ad-hoc networks). Unlike

other existing approaches, the IF protocol take into account the node spatial distribu-

tion. The proposed scheme is inherently distributed. In fact, each vehicle can compute

its own rebroadcast probability without relying on any central authority. On the other
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hand, provided that the network is sufficiently dense, the IFprotocol can automat-

ically control the average number of rebroadcast packets ateach hop by properly

setting a single shaping parameter.



Chapter 4

The Impact of Mobility on

Broadcast Data Dissemination

Never underestimate the bandwidth of a station wagon full oftapes hurtling down the highway.

– Andrew S. Tanenbaum

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we examine the problem of disseminating data in I2V IEEE 802.11

networks. Our investigation is carried out by comparing, through simulations, the

performance of IF in many radically different mobility conditions: a static highway

VANET (e.g., a scenario where all cars move at the same speed); a mobile high-

way VANET in stationary conditions; several mobile urban VANET scenarios, with

junctions controlled by Traffic Lights (TLs) and Roundabouts (R)s. The performance

analysis is carried out, first, from a single packet prospective (meaningful for safety-

related applications) and, then from an information flow prospective. In this latter

case, we evaluate the maximum amount of transferable data, in terms of throughput,

from the RSU to the vehicles lying in a Region Of Interest (ROI) around a fixed Road
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Side Unit (RSU). The structure of this chapter is the following. In Section 4.2, we

introduce the VANET scenarios considered in our simulationanalysis. Section 4.3 is

dedicated to the characterization of the used mobility models. In Section 4.4, we de-

scribe the IF protocol, the considered performance metrics, and the simulation setup.

In Section 4.5 and Section 4.6, we evaluate the per-packet and the per-flow system

performance, respectively. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.7.

4.2 Reference Scenarios

In [104], we have originally studied the performance of IF ina multiple-lane bidirec-

tional highway. In this work we have extend the analysis to encompass also several

mobile urban scenarios constituted by a few consecutive road intersections and, there-

fore, characterized by a non-homogeneous vehicle distribution. The highway scena-

rios are described in Subsection 4.2.1 (mobile) and Subsection 4.2.2 (static), whereas

the urban scenarios are described in Subsection 4.2.3. Despite their differences, the

considered scenarios have the following common features.

• Each vehicle is equipped with an omni-directional antennaand is characterized

by a fixed transmission range, denoted asz (dimension: [m]).

• Each vehicle is equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver.

Therefore, we assume that each vehicle knows its own position at any given

time.

• Each vehicle has the same lengthLv = 5 m.

4.2.1 Mobile Highway Scenario

The reference mobile highway scenario is shown in Figure 4.1and will be denoted,

in the following, as Hmob. The road is composed byNlane= 6 adjacent lanes (3 per

direction of movement), each with width equal towlane= 4 m. As indicated in Fi-

gure 4.1, we consider a portion of a highway whose lengthL is set proportionally to

the nodes’ transmission range as follows:L , ℓnormz, whereℓnorm is the adimensional
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Figure 4.1: The mobile linear network topology in an highwayscenario.

factor already defined in Section 3.2. The vehicles in the three lanes at the bottom are

directed towards right (eastbound), whereas the vehicles in the upper three lanes are

directed towards left (westbound).

The ROI is defined as the region centered around the RSU and with lengthLROI =

ℓROIz, whereℓROI < ℓnorm. All the nodes lying in the ROI are implicitly interested in

the reception of the packets generated by the RSU. We assume that the highway

operates under stationary and stability conditions. In other words, the entering flux of

vehicles in the ROI is the same of the exiting flux of vehicles:more precisely, when

a node exits from the network area, it is assumed to re-enter instantaneously. The

number of vehicles in the ROI is the random processNROI(t).

Under the above assumptions, it is possible to define the instantaneous linear

vehicle spatial density within the ROI asρR
s (t),NROI(t)/LROI (dimension: [veh/m]).

Conversely, the time-independent linear vehicle spatial density (dimension: [veh/m])

within the whole highway section is

ρs ,
N
L
. (4.1)

We stress the fact that the highway portion depicted in Figure 4.1 will be considered

as a quasi-monodimensional network,1 since the width of the road is much shorter

than its length (ℓnormz≫ Nlane·wlane) and of the node transmission range that is in the

order of the hundreds of meter as shown in Section 2.3.

1In Figure 4.1, for illustration purposes the scale is not realistic.
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Figure 4.2: The linear network topology in a single lane of a highway scenario.

4.2.2 Static Highway Scenario

A static highway scenario can be obtained by taking a snapshot of the mobile sce-

nario or, equivalently, on the basis of the single-lane static model introduced in Sec-

tion 3.2. AnNlane static scenario could be obtained by simply replicatingNlane times

a single lane, and by moving the source in the middle of the network. This scena-

rio is denoted as Hsta. A representative realization of the topology of any lane ofthe

highway is shown in Figure 4.2. In this case, since border effects can be neglected,

the length of the highway section isL = ℓnormz= ℓROIz. There is a single source

RSU, placed in the center of the network and identified by the index 0. Them-th

lane (m∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nlane}) containsNm nodes (each node is uniquely identified by

an index j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nm}), whereNm is a random variable. As usual, the positions

of the Nm nodes are determined by a monodimensional Poisson point process with

parameterρs/Nlane (dimension: [veh/m]), whereρs is the vehicle linear spatial den-

sity defined in Subsection 4.2.1. By replicating this process Nlane times, we deploy in

the highway a random number of vehicles, given by the superposition of Nlane Pois-

son point processes. By the property of the superposition ofPoisson processes, the

overall random process (in the horizontal axis) is still a Poisson process of parameter

ρs. For comparison purposes, we assume that overall number of vehicles in theNlane

lanes is given by the random variableN, as in the mobile case. In other words, we

assume that

N =
Nlane

∑
n=1

Nm.
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4.2.3 Mobile Urban Scenarios

While a highway can easily be represented by a multi-lane straight road, a meaning-

ful representation of an urban scenario is more difficult. For this reason, we consider

a few urban scenarios, obtained by simple variations of a starting reference scenario.

In particular, we have taken into account a general scenario, constituted by a sin-

gle horizontal (east-west) road and several intersecting vertical (south-north) roads,

whose number is denoted asNv
road. In all considered scenarios,Nv

road∈ {0,1,2}. When

Nv
road= 0 the vehicles can only proceed east or west, as there is no route towards north

and south. On the contrary, whenNv
road> 0 at each junction the vehicles can move

towards all four cardinal directions.

Each road has a length equal toLroad= ℓnormz and is composed byNlane adjacent

lanes:Nlane−1 are reserved for the vehicles entering the network (inbound) and the

remaining one is reserved for the vehicles exiting the network (outbound). We foresee

two types of junctions: (i) the first one is regulated by a roundabout (R) with radius

10 m, whereas (ii) the second one is regulated by traffic lights (TLs), whose number

is equal to the number of available directions. During its duty cycle, a TL stays green

for Tgreen= 55 s, red forTred= 60 s, and amber forTamber= 5 s. Obviously, the TLs

lying in orthogonal roads have an orthogonal duty cycle withrespect to those in the

horizontal road, under the assumption that the amber and green colors are orthogonal

with respect to the red color. Moreover, in the presence of multiple intersections we

assume that all TLs in the horizontal road are synchronized.The number of junctions

will be denoted asNjun.

The vehicles enter the considered spatial region accordingto aglobal (i.e., over

all inbound lanes of the scenario at hand) time-domain Poisson process of parameter

γ (dimension: [veh/s]). Once generated, each vehicle appears, according to a uniform

selection, in one of the available inbound lanes. Once a vehicle enters the network,

it follows a random itinerary along the available roads, randomly determining its

direction in correspondence to each junction. The vehicle generation process stops as

soon the number of generated vehicles reaches a pre-fixed value denoted asN (as in
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the highway scenario).2

By construction, the urban scenario is square-shaped with edges of fixed length

L = Lroad. The RSU is always placed at the center of the square region and we define

the ROI as the square region centered around the RSU with edges of fixed length

LROI = ℓROIz. Despite its square shape, urban scenario cannot be considered as a

purely bi-dimensional scenario, since the positions of thevehicles are still constrained

by the road infrastructure, which encompasses only the presence of horizontal and

vertical roads. Conversely, if we ignore the relatively small area of the junctions, the

horizontal and vertical roads can be considered as quasi-monodimensional spaces.

This assumption allows one to define the following approximate per-road vehicle

linear spatial density:

ρs ≃
N(

1+Nv
road

)
Lroad

(4.2)

where 1 horizontal road andNv
road vertical roads are considered. The symbol used to

denote the per-road vehicle spatial density is the same usedin the highway scenario.

However, while in the highway scenario the definition ofρs given in (4.1) is exact, in

the current case the per-road linear spatial density given by (4.2) is an approximation.

In the special case withNv
road= 0, the linear vehicular density on the right-hand side

of (4.2) becomes exact. Similarly to the highway scenarios,in the urban scenarios

ρR
s (t) denotes the instantaneous average per-road (linear) vehicle spatial density in

the ROI, where the average is carried out over all roads—in fact, different roads in

the ROI are likely to have, at the same instant, different instantaneous vehicle spatial

densities. In other words,ρR
s (t) is obtained from (4.2) by replacingN with NROI(t).

We consider eight instances of the above common urban topology reference sce-

nario, by varying the junction type and the values ofNv
road andNjun. A generic urban

scenario instance will be denoted as XZ
Y , where X indicates the junction type (R or

TL), Y indicates the number of junctions (Njun ∈ {1,2}), and Z denotes the presence

of vertical roads—in particular, “Z=hv” whenNv
road> 0, and “Z=h” whenNv

road= 0.

The eight considered urban scenario and their main parameters are summarized in

2We remark that, as in the highway scenario, onceN cars are generated, they will remain in the

scenario till the end of the simulations. In fact once a car exits from an outbound lane it re-enters

immediately from an in-bound lane.
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Table 4.1: Parameters of the considered mobile urban scenarios.
Scen. Nv

road Njun Jun. Type Nlane

TLh
1 0 1 TL 3

TLh
2 0 2 TL 3

Rh
1 0 2 R 2

Rh
2 0 2 R 2

TLhv
1 1 1 TL 3

TLhv
2 2 2 TL 3

Rhv
1 1 1 R 2

Rhv
2 2 2 R 2

Table 4.1. The urban topologies withNv
road= Njun > 0, (namely, TLhv

1 , TLhv
2 , Rhv

1 ,

and Rhv
2 ) are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. The scenarios withNv

road= 0 can

be obtained by simply removing the vertical roads from the topologies shown in Fi-

gure 4.3 and 4.4, still leaving the junctions. Although thismay not be realistic from a

practical viewpoint (there is no point in using a R or TL if there is no crossing road),

it is meaningful from an information dissemination viewpoint (the propagation of

information along a single direction may be meaningful).

The approximate definition ofper-roadvehicular linear spatial density given in

(4.2) is valid regardless of the urban topology at hand, i.e., the type of the horizontal

road (with single or double TL or R). However, the dynamic behavior of ρR
s (t) can

vary significantly in the various cases.

4.3 Mobility Models

In this section, we characterize the mobile highway and urban scenarios introduced

in Section 4.2, emphasizing the different mobility characteristics of these topologies.

The mobile highway scenario will be generated using VanetMobiSim, while the mo-

bile urban scenarios will be generated using SUMO, two mobility simulator already
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Figure 4.3: (a) TLhv
1 , and (b) TLhv

2 urban topologies, withNv
road> 0, and the main

parameters set as in Table 4.1.

introduced in Section 2.2. As a by-product of this choice, the comparative results

presented here can also be used to reciprocally validate these software. In all the sce-

narios considered in this section,ℓROI = 8 andℓnorm= 10, with the only exception of

the Hsta scenario, whereℓnorm= 8.

4.3.1 Highway Scenarios

While in the static highway scenario (introduced in Subsection 4.2.2) all vehicles

have zero relative speed differences (equivalently, do notmove), in the mobile high-

way scenario (introduced in Subsection 4.2.1), the IDM-LC mobility model defined

in Subsection 2.2.1 is used to characterize the mobility of vehicles—please recall

that the RSU is static. Table 4.2 summarizes the significant parameters of the IDM-

LC model, tuned according to the empirical data presented in[116].

In order to validate the highway model, in Figure 4.5 we show the time evolution

of ρR
s (t), for vmin = 20 m/s andvmax= 50 m/s. Three values ofρs (namely, 0.2 veh/m,

0.3 veh/m, and 0.5 veh/m) are considered. The results in Figure 4.5 show that, regard-
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Figure 4.4: (a) Rhv
1 , and (b) Rhv

2 urban topologies, withNv
road> 0, and the main para-

meters set as in Table 4.1.

less of the value ofρs, after an initial transient period,ρR
s (t) finally converges to a

stationary value. This guarantees that the considered mobile scenario can effectively

model a stationary highway.

4.3.2 Urban Scenarios

The mobility of the vehicles in urban scenarios was modeled using the KWG model

introduced in Subsection 2.2.2. The values of the relevant parameters of the KWG

mobility model are summarized in Table 4.3. We remark that with respect to the IDM-

LC model adopted in the Hmob scenario (Table 4.2), the value ofvmax is significantly

smaller.

In Figure 4.6, the time evolution of the instantaneous average per-road (linear)

vehicle spatial density (in the ROI) is analyzed in the two urban scenarios (with ver-

tical crossing roads and TLs) considered in Figure 4.3: (a) TLhv
1 , and (b) TLhv

2 . In

Figure 4.7 the same results are shown with respect to the Rs scenarios, namely, (a)
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Table 4.2: Main parameters of the IDM-LC and MOBIL models andtheir (empirical)

values.
Parameter (i) Value

vmin 30 m/s

vmax 40 m/s

T 2 s

a 0.6 m/s2

b 0.9 m/s2

P 0.5

bsafe 4 m/s2

athr 0.2 m/s2

Lv 5 m

Rhv
1 , and (b) Rhv

2 . In each case, various values of the average per-road vehicle spatial

densityρs (namely, 0.05 veh/m, 0.1 veh/m, 0.15 veh/m, and 0.2 veh/m) are conside-

red. By observing the results in Figure 4.6 and 4.7s, the following comments can be

carried out.

• According to the results in Figure 4.6 (a) and Figure 4.6 (b), in the scenarios

with TLsρR
s (t), after an initial transient, exhibits a cycle-stationary behavior,

with period roughly equal toTgreen+Tred+Tamber= 120 s. The cycle-stationary

nature ofρR
s (t) is especially evident in TLhv

1 scenario (case (a)). Note that the

average (over time) value ofρR
s (t) in the TLhv

2 scenario (case (b)) is slightly

smaller than the “target value”ρs in the case withρs = 0.2 veh/m. This is

mostly due to the fact that the ROI is placed between the two traffic junctions,

as shown in Figure 4.3 (b).

• In the scenarios with Rs, from the results in Figure 4.7 (a) and Figure 4.7 (b)

one can conclude thatρR
s (t), after the initial transient, tends to a stationary con-

dition. At regime, there are still minor oscillations, which do not seem periodic.

Unlike the scenarios with TLs, in both scenarios Rhv
1 and Rhv

2 , the steady-state
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Figure 4.5: The time evolution ofρR
s (t) within the ROI in the Hmob scenario. Three

possible values forρs are considered: 0.02 veh/m, 0.03 veh/m, and 0.05 veh/m. In all

cases,vmin = 20 m/s andvmax= 40 m/s.

average (over time) value ofρR
s (t) tends to be greater than the “target” value

ρs, especially for high values ofρs. This happens because a R junction has a

smaller vehicle capacity of a TL junctions.

4.3.3 Comparison Between Highway and Urban Scenarios

First of all, by comparing Figure 4.5 with respect to Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7, one

can observe that with both SUMO and VanetMobiSim it is not straightforward to

obtain a “target” value ofρs. However, SUMO seems to guarantee a more refined

control on the vehicle spatial density than VanetMobiSim. Abetter control could be

obtained by considering wider areas and a larger number of vehicles, but this would

lead to an explosion of the simulation time.

Secondly, due to the significant differences between urban and highway scena-

rios, we have chosen different values of speeds and vehicle spatial densities. In or-

der to emphasize this difference, in Figure 4.8 (a) we show the dispersion diagrams

of the instantaneous per-road vehicle spatial densityρR
s (t) with respect to the node
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Table 4.3: Values of the parameters used by SUMO for the generation of mobile

urban scenarios.
Parameter (i) Value

vmax 20 m/s

a 0.8 m/s2

b 4.5 m/s2

σ 0.5

τ 1 s

Lv 5 m

speedv(t), in the Hmob and TLhv
1 scenarios. In the Hmob scenarios, three values ofρs

(0.02 veh/m, 0.03 veh/m, and 0.05 veh/m) are considered, whereas in TLhv
1 scenario

four values ofρs (0.05 veh/m, 0.1 veh/m, 0.15 veh/m, and 0.2 veh/m) are considered.

In Figure 4.8 (b), an enlarged version of the dispersion diagrams of the Hmob scena-

rios of Figure 4.8 (a) are shown. For each specific dispersiondiagram, each point,

the pair (ρR
s (t),v(t)) corresponds to a specific time instant of the simulation. From

the results in Figure 4.8, one can observe that in the TLhv
1 scenarios the dispersion

diagrams tend to aggregate around the average density-speed pair. Furthermore—

as expected—in all cases the average speed is a decreasing function of the average

vehicle spatial density. However, one can observe that the average vehicle speeds

are generally lower than the maximum speeds set in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. In the

TLhv
1 scenario, this behavior can be easily justified by the presence of the junctions.

On the other hand, in the Hmob scenario this can be motivated by the fact that the

vehicles do not encounter a sufficiently long free space to reach their target speed.

Nonetheless, the maximum speed value (around 30 m/s) observed in Hmob scenario

with ρs = 0.02 veh/m is realistic for a stationary highway in most of the western

countries.

Finally, in Figure 4.9 we show the dispersion diagrams (ρR
s (t),v(t)) relative to

the horizontal road of the TLhv
2 scenario, considering the four values ofρs already

considered in Figure 4.8 (a) for the TLhv
1 scenario. In this case, the ROI, placed bet-
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Figure 4.6: Average instantaneous per-road (linear) vehicle spatial density (in the

ROI) in the two urban scenarios considered in Figure 4.3: (a)TLhv
1 , and (b) TLhv

2 . In

each case, various values ofρs are considered.

ween two junctions, surrounds both intersections (with TLs) and the horizontal road

between them. Therefore, the mobility in the horizontal road between the traffic junc-

tions is influenced by both TL plants, thus yielding to a much higher speed variance

with respect to the average (with respect to all roads in the ROI) behavior shown in

Figure 4.8 (a).

4.4 Irresponsible Forwarding in Mobile Scenarios

The performance analysis of the IF protocol (introduced in Section 3.3) will be car-

ried out considering both per-packet and per-flow metrics. The former type of metrics

is suitable to validate the performance of applications, such as safety-related appli-

cations, where a single broadcast packet needs to be disseminated. The latter type of

metrics, instead, is suitable to evaluate the performance of applications, such the con-

tent distribution applications, where a significant amountof information needs to be

distributed using a flow of hundreds of broadcast packets. Inall cases, these metrics

will be evaluated through simulations.

Two per-packet performance metrics are considered: (i) theReachability (RE),
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Figure 4.7: Average instantaneous per-road (linear) vehicle spatial density (in the

ROI) in the two urban scenarios considered in Figure 4.4: (a)Rhv
1 , and (b) Rhv

2 . In

each case, various values ofρs are considered.

as defined in Section 3.5.1; (ii) the average end-to-end delay at thei-th hop, denoted

asDi (dimension: [s]) and computed as follows. In each simulation run, we average

over the delays experienced by all vehicles which receive the packet at thei-th hop in

order to derive the average end-to-end delay at thei-th hop. The average end-to-end

delay at thei-th hop is evaluated as:

Di =
i

∑
j=1

Dhop− j (4.3)

whereDhop− j is the delay of thej-th hop along the multi-hop path.

A single per-flow performance metric is considered, namely the instantaneous

throughput. This metric, associated to a specific vehicle, is defined as

S(i)(t),
N(i)

p−rx(t)

Np

whereN(i)
p−rx(t) is the number of received packets till timet by the consideredi-th

vehicle—assuming that the simulation run starts at time 0—and Np is the number of

packets of the flow.
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Figure 4.8: Average instantaneous per-road (linear) vehicle spatial density (in the

ROI) (ρR
s (t)) as a function of the average speed (v(t)), parametrized with respect to

the timet, considering various values ofρs. In (a) there is a comparison between

Hmob and TLhv
1 scenarios, while in (b) there is an enlargement of the Hmob scenario

of (a).

We finally observe that, differently from static scenarios the local spatial density

ρv
s (t), used in equation (3.3), can be significantly different fromthe per-road vehicle

spatialρR
s (t), because the mobility of the vehicles determines consistent variations,

especially in urban scenarios.

4.4.1 Simulation Setup

In this analysis we are interesting in validating the idea ofdisseminating data from

a RSU, using a multihop broadcast protocol, instead of limiting to single-hop trans-

mission as commonly done in practice. We have implemented IFon top of the IEEE

802.11b model present in ns-2.34 [48], after fixing some bugspresent in this release,

as described in Section 2.4, and we have adopted the deterministic Friis free-space

propagation model, as defined in Section 2.3. The transmission range varies accor-

ding to the desired value of the productρsz. We use the standard value of the con-

tention window, (CWmin = 31) and the lowest data rate (1 Mbit/s). As usual, the RSU

generates packets according to a Poisson transmission distribution with parameterλ
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Figure 4.9: Average instantaneous vehicle spatial density(in the horizontal road of

the ROI) (ρR
s (t)) as a function of the average speed (v(t)), parametrized with respect

to the timet, considering various values ofρs.

(dimension: [pck/s]). . In other words, our analysis of urban scenarios aims at in-

vestigating the impact of traffic control (through TLs or Rs). The extension of our

analysis to urban scenarios with tall buildings around the streets (e.g., in Manhattan,

New York), which create wireless “waveguides," would require careful modeling of

the propagation conditions.

In the case ofper-packet(Section 4.5) andper-flow (Section 4.6) performance

analysis, the packet size (PS) will be fixed to either 100 bytes or 1000 bytes. The

considered performance metrics will be evaluated by averaging over 100 simulation

runs.

• In theper-packetanalysis, a single simulation run corresponds to a randomly

generated VANET scenario (nodes’ generation and associated mobility pat-

terns) and to the transmission ofNp = 1000 packets by the RSU. At the end of

each simulation run, the delay and reachability are obtained by averaging over

the delays and reachabilities of all vehicles. The final results of the simulation

are then obtained by averaging over the results of all simulation runs.
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• In theper-flowanalysis, in each simulation run we consider the same randomly

generated VANET scenario (nodes’ generation and mobility pattern)—in other

words, the scenario generated at the first run is kept unchanged in the following

99 runs. However, run by run the transmission scheduling of the Np = 1000

packets by the RSU varies, according to their generations. At the end of each

simulation run, we evaluate the throughput experienced by all vehicles within

the ROI. Finally, after all simulation runs, we evaluate theaverage throughput

experienced by each vehicle. Note that the fact of keeping the VANET scenario

fixed allows to reevaluate the throughput of each vehicle, thus emphasizing the

role of the specific path followed by each vehicle.

In both per-packet and per-flow performance analysis, simulations will be carried

out considering the (highway and urban) scenarios described in Section 4.2, using

the mobility models introduced and characterized in Section 4.3. Therefore, the only

information source in the network is the RSU, always placed at the center of the ROI.

As considered in Section 4.2 for the characterization of themobility models, in

Section 4.5 and Section 4.6 the performance analysis of the IF protocol will be carried

out consideringℓROI = 8 andℓnorm= 10 in all scenarios but the Hsta scenario, where

ℓnorm = 8. In all cases, the shaping factorc of the IF protocol in equation (3.3) will

be set to 5.

In order to obtain fair results, in all the comparisons carried out in Section 4.5

and Section 4.6, we fix the same we fix a target per-road densityρs in every scenario.

As a consequence of that, the number of nodesN varies from scenario to scenario.

In particular, if we fix a target per-road densityρs, from the equation (4.2) we obtain

that the overall number of nodes is given by:

N = ρsLroad(1+Nv
road) ,

whereρsLroad is the number of per-road nodes.
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Figure 4.10: RE, as a function ofρsz, in the Hsta and the Hmob scenarios. Two values

of λ are considered, namely, 10 and 100 pck/s.

4.5 Per-packet Performance of IF

4.5.1 Highway Scenarios

Although the static (Hsta) and mobile (Hmob) highway scenarios have the same road

topology, they are characterized by very different dynamicconditions. A direct com-

parison of the performance of the IF protocol in these two cases allows to clearly un-

derstand the impact of dynamic conditions in a highway scenario. In Figure 4.10, the

RE is shown as function ofρsz, considering two values ofλ (10 pck/s and 100 pck/s).

From the results in Figure 4.10, it emerges clearly that in a stationary highway sce-

nario the behavior of a broadcast protocol such as IF is not significantly affected by

the dynamic state of the vehicle. In fact, for a given value ofλ , the performance ex-

perienced in a mobile scenario is basically identical (but for minor differences at low

values ofρsz) to that in a static scenario, because the mobility has no effect on the

performance of IF, due to the stateless nature of the broadcast protocol.
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Figure 4.11: RE as a function ofρsz, in the TLhv
1 , TLhv

2 , TLh
1, and TLh

2 urban scenarios.

In all casesλ = 10 pck/s.

4.5.2 Urban Scenarios

In Figure 4.11, the RE obtained in urban scenarios with TLs isshown as a function of

ρsz. All four urban scenarios with TLs shown in Table 4.1 are considered. In all cases,

λ = 10 pck/s. From the results in Figure 4.11, it can be concludedthat the number

of TLs has a strong impact on the RE. In fact, the performance with one TL is better,

regardless of the presence of an intersecting vertical road, than the performance with

two TLs. Depending on the number of TLs, the following comments can be carried

out.

In the presence of oneTL, it can be observed that in the TLhv
1 scenario (there is an

intersecting vertical road) the RE has roughly the same behavior (slightly increasing

with respect toρsz) of that in the highway scenarios. This can be easily justified. In

fact, when the TL in one of the two intersecting roads is green, the vehicle configura-

tion along this road is quite similar to the highway scenario, with the exception of a

lower average speed and a smaller number of lanes: therefore, the behavior is similar.

Conversely, when the TLs of this road become red (the other road has green TLs,

i.e., it behaves as described before), there are two local clusters of highly connected

static vehicles, thus leading to a higher probability of successful packet forwarding.
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In the TLh
1 scenario (there is no intersecting vertical road), the RE islower than that

of the TLhv
1 scenario for small values ofρsz and then becomes higher for increasing

values ofρsz. Since there is no intersecting vertical road, connectivity is completely

“delegated” to the horizontal road. When the TLs are green, if ρsz is too small the

VANET becomes sparse, connectivity is lost, and the RE is low. For sufficiently large

values ofρsz, even when the TLs are green, the moving cars are sufficientlydense and

packet forwarding is guaranteed. In particular, the RE becomes slightly higher than

in the TLhv
1 scenario, as there is a reduced number of forwarding collisions around

the junction—recall that in the TLhv
1 case, when the TLs along the horizontal road are

green there are clusters of stopped vehicles in the verticalroad.

In presence of twoTLs, the RE exhibits a radically different behavior with respect

to the previous case and significantly lower values. Recalling the structure of the ROI

shown in Figure 4.3 (b), the results in Figure 4.11 can be interpreted as follows. In

the TLh
2 scenario (there are no intersecting vertical roads), when both TLs (along the

horizontal road) are red, there are two separated clusters of connected static vehicles,

relatively distant from the RSU. Therefore if a packet cannot reach one of these clu-

sters, say the leftmost one, all the vehicles at the left sideof the network will not

receive the packets transmitted by the RSU.

Unlike the case with one TL, in the scenarios with two TLs the presence of in-

tersecting vertical roads has a very beneficial impact: in Figure 4.11, the RE in the

TLhv
2 scenario is significantly higher, regardless of the value ofρsz, than in the TLh2

scenario. In fact, the presence of vertical intersecting roads guarantees that even if

the TLs along the horizontal road are red, there will be some vehicles, coming from

the vertical roads, which turn towards the RSU, thus guaranteeing connectivity in the

street segment, between the two junctions, in the middle of which the RSU is placed.

In Figure 4.12, the RE obtained in urban scenarios with Rs is shown as a function

of ρsz—this figure is the equivalent of Figure 4.11, with the same settings, but for

the replacement of TLs with Rs. A very different behavior, with respect to the urban

scenarios with TLs can be observed.

• In the scenarioswithout vertical crossing roads(Rh
1 and Rh

2), the RE is very

high, regardless of the number of Rs. In other words, the number of round-
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Figure 4.12: RE, as a function ofρsz, in the Rhv
1 , Rhv

2 , Rh
1, and Rh

2 urban scenarios. In

all casesλ = 10 pck/s.

abouts has no impact. In fact, even in very dense scenarios (large values of

ρsz), the roundabouts make the traffic along the horizontal roadvery fluid, so

that the VANETs are almost always connected and packet forwarding is effec-

tive.

• In the scenarioswith vertical crossing roads(Rhv
1 and Rhv

2 ), the RE is high only

in the presence of a single R (Rhv
1 )—for ρsz≥ 10, the RE is almost the same of

that in the scenarios with no crossing roads. Unlike the TLhv
2 scenario, in the

Rhv
2 (two vertical crossing roads), the RE is low for small valuesof ρsz, and

reaches a high value (around 0.8) only for very large values of ρsz. In other

words, it turns out that in the case with two consecutive Rs and low vehicle

spatial density, the Rs tend to reduce the vehicle flow along the horizontal road

(this does not happen in the TLh
2 scenario), making the VANET around the

RSU disconnected.

In Figure 4.13, we analyze the delay, as a function of the hop number, in the

scenarios (a) with TLs and (b) Rs. The obtained results (withthe slight exception of

TLhv
2 in Figure 4.13 (a)) show that in all scenarios the delay is basically the same till
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Figure 4.13: Delay, as a function of the hop index, in scenarios (a) with TLs and (b)

with Rs. In all cases,λ = 10 pck/s, andρsz= 20 veh.

the 5-th hop. SinceℓROI = 8 (as stated at the end of Subsection 4.4.1) andz= 100 m,

the side of the square ROI isℓROIz= 800 m. Being the RSU placed at the center of

the ROI, if the VANET is completely connected, then the transmitted packet reaches

all vehicles in at most 5 hops in all scenarios. This is confirmed by the results shown

in Figure 4.14, discussed in the following. After the 5-th hop, the presence of vertical

crossing roads has a relevant impact.

• In theabsenceof vertical crossing roads (TLh1, TLh
2, Rh

2, Rh
2), the delay increases

steeply. This is due to the fact that most of the vehicles in the ROI have already

received the packet and, therefore, drop newly received versions of the same

packet. If a vehicle has not received the packet yet, it will have to wait longer.

• In the presenceof vertical crossing roads (TLhv
1 , TLhv

2 , Rhv
2 , Rhv

2 ), the delay

increases smoothly. This is due to the fact that the vehiclesentering the ROI

from the vertical roads may retransmit the packet and, therefore, keep the delay

short. Recall, however, that in the presence of vertical crossing roads the RE is

lower than in the absence of them. In other words, fewer vehicles receive the

packet but, when they do, the delay is more shorter.

As anticipated above, in Figure 4.14 the reachability is shown as a function of
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Figure 4.14: RE, as a function of the hop index, in scenarios (a) with TLs and (b)

with Rs. In all cases,λ = 10 pck/s, andρsz= 20 veh.

the hop number, considering scenarios (a) with TLs and (b) with Rs. In both cases,

two representative values ofρsz, namely 5 veh (low vehicle density) and 20 veh (high

vehicle density), are considered. Characteristic trends can be observed in both the

cases with TLs and Rs. From Figure 4.14 (b)) we observe that inthe scenarios with

Rs without vertical roads (Rh1 and Rh
2) the value ofρsz has, basically, no impact.

In all the other cases, namely, scenarios with TLs (Figure 4.14 (a)) and scenarios

with Rs with vertical roads, it can be observed that, for eachspecific scenario, at the

first hops, the RE is higher forρsz= 5 veh, whereas for larger number of hops it

becomes higher forρsz= 20 veh. This behavior can me motivated as follows. With

ρsz= 5 veh the network is weakly connected and a very small number of vehicles can

be physically reached by the RSU. For this reason, at the veryfirst hops almost all the

reachable nodes receive the packet. On the contrary, due to the scarce connectivity in

this condition it is very difficult to reach all the reachablenodes. We finally observe

that, coherently with the results of Figure 4.13, in all cases, either with TLs or Rs, the

maximum reachability is approximately achieved at the 5-thhop.
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4.6 Per-flow Performance of IF

In this section we try to characterize the maximum amount of transferable data from

the RSU to the vehicles passing through the ROI, by measuringthe throughput, as

defined in Section 4.4. Our goal is to derive an optimal strategy for content distri-

bution applications, in order to maximize the amount of transferred data, by tuning

systems parameters such asλ and PS. We assume that the RSU transmits, every

100 s, a new information flux constituted byNp = 1000 equal size packets. We have

considered two values ofλ , respectively 10 and 100 pck/s, and two values of PS,

respectively, 100 and 1000 bytes, leading to 4 different configurations. SinceNp

is fixed, the duration of the transmission is solely determined by λ (10 or 100 s),

while the PS determines the total amount of transmitted information (100 Kbytes

or 1 Mbytes). We observe that the configuration (λ = 100 pck/s, PS=1000 bytes)

represents a saturation condition since the RSU emits packets with a data rate of

800 Kbit/s (80% of the theoretical data rate of 1 Mbps). Conversely, the configura-

tion (λ = 10 pck/s, PS=100 bytes) leads to an highly unsaturated condition, since the

data rate is equal 8 Kbit/s (0.8% of the theoretical data rate). The remaining configu-

rations (λ = 10 pck/s, PS=1000 bytes) and (λ = 100 pck/s, PS=100 bytes) are both

characterized by a data rate of 80 Kbit/s (8% of the theoretical data rate), and they

allow to evaluate the impact of the transmission duration (respectively 100 and 10 s)

on the throughput.

In all scenarios taken in account we setρsz= 20 veh, thus yielding to a per-

road densityρs equal to 0.02 veh/m. Therefore, considering thatℓnorm = 10, each

scenario has a number of nodes give byN = 200
(
1+Nv

road

)
, but in Hsta scenario,

whereN = 160. The node indexes are assigned at the end of the simulation, after

having ordered, decreasingly, the measured values. More precisely, vehicle 1 will

have the highest throughput and the last vehicle will have the lowest one.

Finally, it has to be pointed out that in all the mobile scenarios there is a signif-

icant number of nodes with a zero throughput since they are lying, by construction,

outside the ROI at the moment of the transmission. Moreover,the scenarios have

typically a different number of vehiclesN, because of the assumption of having the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.15: Throughput, as a function of the normalized vehicle index (i∗), in Hsta

and Hmob scenarios with two values ofλ : (a) 10 pck/s and (b) 100 pck/s. In both

cases, two values of PS are considered (100 bytes and 1000 bytes).

same average per-road vehicular density in all the horizontal and vertical roads. For

these two reasons, in order to carry out a meaningful throughout comparison among

scenarios with a different number of nodes, it is necessary to consider a normalized

node index, defined asi∗ = i
N , i∗ ∈ [0,1].

4.6.1 Highway Scenarios

In Figure 4.15, the throughput is shown, as a function of the normalized vehicle

index (i∗), considering (a)λ = 10 pck/s and (b)λ = 100 pck/s. For each value

of λ , we consider static (Hsta) and mobile (Hmob) scenarios, and two values of PS

(100 bytes and 1000 bytes). We observe that the saturated configuration (curves

with PS=1000 bytes in Figure 4.15 (b)) has unsatisfactory performance on both mo-

bile and static scenarios. On the opposite hand, the low-traffic load configuration

(λ = 10 pck/s, PS=100 bytes) shown in (Figure 4.15 (a), exhibits athroughput greater

then 0.9 for all the vehicles in the ROI in both static and mobile scenarios. Therefore,

we can consider the data rate of 8 Kbit/s (0.8% of the theoretical throughout) as the

maximum sustainable rate.

From the results in Figure 4.15 (a) and Figure 4.15 (b), it emerges that the high-

est throughput (vehicle index 1) is obtained in the static (Hsta) scenarios. However,
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.16: Throughput, as a function of the normalized vehicle index (i∗) (a) in the

TLh
1 and TLhv

1 scenarios and in (b) the Rh
1 and Rhv

1 scenarios. We have considered two

values of PS, respectively 100 and 1000 bytes, and two valuesof λ , respectively,s

10 pck/s and 100 pck/s.

while in the mobile (Hmob) scenarios the throughput experienced by all vehicles is

similar, in the static scenarios there are relevant differences between the highest and

lowest values. This is expected, as in a mobile scenario there are “less privileged”

vehicles which stay longer near the RSU. However, this effect appears clearly only if

the transmission duration is sufficiently long, as emerges by comparing the two con-

figurations with a data rate equal to 80 Kbit/s. In fact, when the transmission duration

is only 10 s as in the case (λ = 100 pck/s and PS=100 bytes) in Figure 4.15(b), the

Hmob scenario exhibits an unfair trend, similarly to the Hsta. We finally observe that

among the two 80 Kbits/s configurations does not emerge a clear winner, neither in

the Hmob or Hsta scenario.

4.6.2 Urban Scenarios

In Figure 4.16 is shown the throughput as a function of the normalized node index

(i∗), obtained in urban scenarios withNjun = 1, considering both (a) TL and (b) R

junctions. We have examined 4 combinations of PS andλ , by considering two values
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of PS (100 bytes and 1000 bytes) and two values ofλ (10 pck/s and 100 pck/s). Ac-

cording to Figure 4.16, the throughput in the Rs scenario hasvery smooth variations

and it behaves similar to the highway scenarios. This happens because a roundabout

allow the vehicles to passing it without stopping, thus yielding to a more fluid ve-

hicular traffic, reducing the local spatial-temporal variation of the vehicle density. In

particular, in the scenario without vertical roads, the vehicles have always the prior-

ity at the junction and they never stop. Conversely, in the TLs scenario the spatial

density significantly varies both in time and space, thus motivating the more irregular

throughput shape exhibited by the TLs scenarios. From Figure 4.16 we also observe

that the Rs scenarios are insensitive with respect to the presence of a vertical roads,

differently from the TLs scenarios are significantly affected by the presence of a

vertical road. We finally remark that among the configurations with the data rate of

80 Kbit/s, in the Rs scenarios the configuration withλ = 10 pck/s exhibits a clear

advantage with respect to theλ = 10 pck/s (as in the highway), while in the TLs sce-

narios, there is no a clear winners. Despite of these significant differences, the Rs and

the Ts scenarios offer quite similar performance in terms ofabsolute value, especially

in the scenarios without vertical roads.

4.6.3 Comparative Analysis

Finally, in Figure 4.17 we directly compare the throughput,as a function of the nor-

malized node index, in highway and urban scenarios. In orderto make a meaningful

comparison, we only consider the urban scenarios without vertical crossing roads

(i.e., TLh
1, TLh

2, Rh
1, and Rh

2). For easy of comprehension, we focus on a single config-

uration (PS=1000 bytes,λ = 10 pck/s) characterized by transmitting a packet flow of

1 Mbytes in 100 s, with a data rate of 80 Kbit/s. Figure 4.17 offers many insights on

the characteristics of the different analyzed scenarios. First of all, both Rs scenarios

exhibit a trend similar to which of the Hmob scenario, with slightly lower maximum

values and slightly higher minimum values. This behavior isreasonable, since the Rs

scenarios without vertical roads can be considered as a kindof low-speed highway,

with a flux of vehicles that is regular both in space and time.

Conversely, we observe that the TLh
1 scenario behaves like the Hsta scenario with
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Figure 4.17: Throughput, as a function of the normalized vehicle index (i∗) in various

urban and highway scenarios. We consider PS=1000 bytes andλ = 10 pck/s.

the exception of having slightly worse performance and a more irregular shape. This

behavior can be easily motivated by considering that for approximately half of the

transmission time the traffic lights are red, thus leading tothe the formation of two

clusters of static vehicles around the RSU.

Finally, we observe that TLh2 scenario has a different behavior from the other

scenarios with smaller maximum and average throughput. This performance can be

motivated by considering that the position of the RSU that isin the middle between

the two junctions, instead of being near the TLs as in the TLh
1 scenario. In this con-

dition, the RSU is in spatial region where the local spatial density is smaller than

the average. For this reasons the retransmissions are weak and they can be easily be

interrupted for the lack of connectivity.

4.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have analyzed the impact of the vehicularmobility on the dis-

semination of broadcast data in I2V networks by means of numerical simulations,

supported by realistic mobility models and by considering both highway and sev-

eral types of urban scenarios. In all cases, communicationshave relied on the use

of a probabilistic forwarding protocol, namely IF. The analysis has been carried out

analyzing both per-packet and per-flow system performance.
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From asingle packetperspective, the performance of a stateless broadcast proto-

col, such as IF, has shown to be insensitive to the vehicle mobility level, at least in

highway scenarios. On the other hand, in urban scenarios theperformance of the IF

protocol is affected by the number and the type of functions (either TLs or Rs), since

they induces significant spatial-temporal variations of the local vehicle density and of

the VANET connectivity. Also, theinformation flowanalysis offers several insights

on the impact of vehicles’ mobility on the performance of theIF protocol. Our sim-

ulations have shown that a urban road with traffic lights can be well approximated

with a static highway, while a road with roundabouts have more similarities with a

mobile highway scenario. This suggest that, despite of the macroscopic differences,

the mobile and the static highway scenarios can be used as approximated model of

complex urban topologies.





Chapter 5

Decentralized Detection in

Clustered Vehicular Networks

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider a V2I scenario, where the vehicles act as a distribu-

ted wireless sensor network. In particular, we analyze the performance of vehicu-

lar decentralized detection schemes, based on the observation, by all vehicles of a

VANET, of a spatially constant phenomenon of interest. Our approach consists in

the creation, during a downlink phase, of a clustered VANET topology during fast

broadcast data dissemination, from the Access Point (AP), through a novel clustering

protocol, denoted as Cluster-Head Election IF (CHE-IF). This clustered topology is

then exploited, during an uplink phase, to collect information from the vehicles and

perform distributed detection. Our results highlight the existing trade-off between

decision delay and energy efficiency. Unlike classical sensor networks for distributed

detection, the proposed vehicular distributed detection schemes exploit the natural

vehicle clustering and have to cope with their “ephemeral” nature. More precisely,

vehicle mobility has a direct impact on the maximum amount ofdata which can be

collected, thus leading to the concept of decentralized detection on the move.

The goal of this work is to analyze the performance of decentralized detection
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schemes in vehicular networks, when a spatially constant phenomenon of interest

(e.g., the average smog level or traffic situation on a given road) has to be detected.

The CHE-IF protocol is used to determine, during the downlink phase, the “virtual”

clusters and the corresponding CHs. The so-formed clustered vehicular network is

then used, during the uplink phase, for data aggregation and/or fusion. In particu-

lar, local per-cluster fusion is carried out at the CHs. Various vehicular clustered

topologies are analyzed, showing the trade-off between decision delay and energy

efficiency. Moreover, on the basis of realistic simulation results, we estimate the ave-

rage cluster lifetime, thus deriving insights on the maximum data which can be reli-

ably collected and processed by clustered VANETs. Unlike typical sensor networks,

where the clustered topology is imposed by the designer, in aVANET scenario the

clustered topology naturally emerges and needs to be effectively exploited.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, prelimi-

naries on the system and communication models, respectively, are provided. In Sec-

tion 5.4, the performance of decentralized detection techniques in clustered vehicular

networks is analyzed and discussed, considering realisticVANET clustered topolo-

gies. In Section 5.5, by characterizing the lifetime of a cluster, we derive conclusions

on the amount of data which can be processed by a clustered VANET. Finally, con-

cluding remarks are given in Section 5.6.

5.2 System Model

We consider a static one-dimensional wireless network withN (receiving) nodes.

Each node is uniquely identified by the indicesi ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N}. The source node,

denoted as node 0, is placed at the left end of the network. Theassumption of static

nodes is not restricting and, in Section 5.5, we will providemore details on the ap-

plicability of the obtained results to mobile networks. Thesystem model is the same

used during the rest of the thesis and presented in Section 3.2. In particular, the refer-

ence scenario is represented by Figure 3.1. All vehicles observe a spatially constant

phenomenon, i.e., a phenomenon whose status does not changefrom vehicle to ve-

hicle along the road. For example, vehicles could monitor ifthe average smog (or
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fog) level overcomes a critical threshold: the VANET would declare that it does if it

happens for most of the road. The observed phenomenon can be generically defined

as

H =

{
H0 with probability p0

H1 with probability 1− p0

wherep0 , P{H = H0}, beingP{A } the probability that the eventA happens. The

valueH0 can be interpreted as the fact that the underlying physical phenomenon is,

on average (along the road), below a given threshold, whereas the valueH1 can be

interpreted as the fact that the underlying physical phenomenon is, on average (along

the road), above a given threshold.

5.3 Clustered VANET Creation and IVCs

In this section, we derive the communication model for the vehicular distributed de-

tection scenario. First, a downlink phase is envisioned, where the AP broadcasts a

query to all vehicles in the network, in order to obtain information about the phe-

nomenon of interest. During this phase, the CHE-IF protocol, besides guaranteeing

fast information dissemination, automatically creates a clustered architecture, by op-

portunistically exploiting the ephemeral vehicular clusters. After a clustered network

topology has been generated, during the uplink phase the decentralized detection

task is performed by transferring the sensed data from the vehicles to the AP, through

multi-hop communications and considering local fusion in each vehicular cluster.

5.3.1 Downlink

The philosophy of CIF protocol, proposed in [84], is to establish a weak artificial

packet flow, having the task of discovering the presence of naturally formed clusters.

Then, this information is exploited in order to optimize theforwarding procedure,

increasing the reliability and the transmission efficiency, but without building up a

true clustered infrastructure.

In this work, we propose a derivation of CIF, denoted as CHE-IF, that introduces

some mechanisms expedient to make CIF a protocol capable to efficiently construct
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a stable clustered infrastructure. The new CHE-IF protocolis a totally decentralized

protocol, since each node designates its own CH without pursuing a common global

consensus. The purpose is that of obtaining an operative clustered topology in the

shortest time, in order to start the data collection processas soon as possible. This

behavior fits well with the intrinsic dynamic nature of a VANET, characterized by

continuous topology changes that vanish the hypothetical advantages of a central-

ized clusterization protocol. Moreover, a refinement of thecluster structure can be

performed once the collection process is started, making small adjustment of the net-

work topology.

The CHE-IF protocol is designated in order to choice a singleCH among the

retransmitting nodes of a transmission domain. This ideally yields to the creation of

an unique set of connected CHs able to coverage the entire area of interest. After

choosing the CHs, the cluster will naturally form. In fact, the nodes not designated

as CHs become children of the nearest CH, leading to the formation of clusters of

similar dimension.

The CHE-IF protocol defines 3 types of packet: (i) Cluster Initialization Packet

(CIP); (ii) Probe Packet (PP); (iii) Cluster Confirmation Packet (CCP). The CHE-

IF protocol is composed by three phases. In the first one, through the exchange of

some dedicated packets (CIPs and PPs), every node fills a temporary routing table

containing the list of the potential CHs in its transmissionrange. During the second

phase, that starts after a timeTCIP
w (set proportionally to the length of the network),

each node elects its CH basing on the information contained in its routing table.1

Due to the lack of global consensus, it is not guarantee that the decision of the nodes

match together. For instance, some nodes could designate a CH that does not believe

of being a CH. For this reason, there also a third phase, a confirmation phase, during

which the AP sends a a special packet that is retransmitted only by the CHs (with

probability 1). Listening to the CCP, the network nodes can become aware of the

identity of the true CHs.

While the second and the third are relatively simple, the first phase is more com-

1A given node elects itself as a CH for thei-th transmission domain if it is the farthest retransmitter

of its transmission domain.
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Figure 5.1: CH election of the CHE-IF protocol.

plicated, as it requires, at every hop, 4 steps that are graphically represented in Fi-

gure 5.1 and described in the following.

The first phase consists of the transmission of the CIP by a node of the(i −1)-th

transmission domain, which leads to the identification of the i-th transmission domain

(the AP in the case of 1-th transmission domain). The CIP is sent with a transmit

powerPCIP
t and contains an unique identification (ID) and the source address of the

AP.

The second step derives directly from the IF protocol and is asort of “virtual con-

tention.” In particular, every node in thei-th transmission domain decides to become

or not a potential forwarder by performing the same probabilistic election mechanism

of the IF protocol. The winners of this contention will beginthe third step, while the

others will simply discard the packet.

The third step derives from the concept of “ephemeral cluster.” Once a node wins

the first virtual contention, it schedules the retransmission of a very short packet, de-

noted as Probe Packet (PP). A PP bears just two information: (1) the unique identifi-

cation (ID) of the CIP; (2) the distance from the node in the previous transmission do-

main from which it has received the packet. The PPs are intrinsically single hop, i.e.,

they are not forwarded. A PP is transmitted with a power defined asPPP
t = 0.25PCIP

t ,
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in order to reduce network congestion, since a node is interested only in signaling

its presence to its neighbors, and with a high priority, in order to reduce the overall

latency. Moreover, a low transmission power allows to reduce channel interference.

The specific power and priority setting of a PP have to be tunedaccording to the used

MAC protocol, as shown in [84]. After winning the virtual contention, every poten-

tial forwarder sends a PP. It then waits for a short interval,denoted asTPP
w

d
z , where

TPP
w is a proper constant. If, within this interval, it receives at least a PP containing a

value of distance larger than its own, it stops and discards the packet (in fact, there is

some other better placed forwarder); conversely, it retransmits the CIP. In the worst

case, when a collision between two or more PPs happens, this selection mechanism

fails and no node of the cluster is elected. In this case, the retransmitter in the pre-

vious transmission domain will retransmit the CIP for restarting the CH designation

procedure at thei-hop. This can happen until a maximum of 3 times, otherwise the

whole designation procedure is considered failed.

The fourth step corresponds to the transmission of the CIP from the designated

forwarding nodes at thei-th transmission domain.

5.3.2 Uplink

The uplink phase exploits the clustered structure created during the downlink phase.

More precisely, during the uplink phase, the data acquired by the N vehicles of the

VANET are transmitted to the final AP. Note that, unlike a regular sensor network,

the created VANET can be used as long as its structure does notbreak, due to vehicle

mobility. In other words, there is a maximum amount of data which can be collected,

as investigated in detail in Section 5.5.

The observed signal at thei-th vehicle can be expressed as

r i =

{
0+wi if H = H0

s+wi if H = H1
i = 1, . . . ,N (5.1)

where{wi} are additive noise samples. Note thats is considered as a deterministic

parameter. Assuming that the noise samples{wi} are independent random variables
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Network topologies (upper part) and their logical representations (lower

part): (a) direct communications between CHs and (b) multi-hop communications

between CHs and AP.

with the same Gaussian distributionN (0,σ2), the common observation signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) at the vehicles, denoted as SNRvehicle, can be defined as SNRvehicle,

s2/σ2 [82]. Each vehicle makes a decision comparing its observation r i with a thresh-

old valueτ = s/2 and computes a local decisionui =U(r i −τ), whereU(·) is the unit

step function. Note that a vehicle could transmit one singledecision per packet or, by

collecting consecutive phenomenon observations, it couldtransmit packets with more

decisions. The strategy selection depends on the desired trade-off between data and

overhead per transmitted packet. However, investigating this aspect goes beyond the

scope of our work.

Suppose that during the downlink phase the CHE-IF protocol has lead to the

creation ofnc < N cluster. Each vehicle can communicate only with its local CH.

Possible clustered topologies are represented in Figure 5.2, according to the particular

strategy for communications towards the AP. In particular,when a sufficiently high

transmit power is available, all CHs can communicate directly with the AP, as shown

in Figure 5.2 (a). On the other hand, when the transmit power is not sufficiently high,
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multi-hop communications are required to transfer the information from the CHs

towards the AP, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b).

Once the clustered VANET topology has been determined, distributed detection

has to be carried out, as described in the following section.

5.4 Decentralized Detection: Performance Analysis

According to the theoretical framework presented in [82], in the presence of a spa-

tially constant phenomenon the key performance indicator is the probability of deci-

sion error on the final estimate at the AP and can be expressed as:

Pe = P{Ĥ = H1|H0}P{H0}+P{Ĥ = H0|H1}P{H1}
= p10p0+ p01(1− p0) (5.2)

whereĤ is the phenomenon estimate and the probabilitiespℓm (ℓ,m= 0,1) depends

on the particular network structure (number of clusters andsensors per cluster) and

the considered fusion rule. The simplest fusion rule which can be considered, either

at a CH or at the AP, is the following majority rule:

Γ(x1, . . . ,xM ,k),





0 if ∑M
m=1xm < k

1 if ∑M
m=1xm ≥ k

(5.3)

wherex1, . . . ,xM areM binary data (xm ∈ {0,1}) to be fused together andk= ⌊M⌋+1

is the decision threshold. While a majority fusion rule guarantees a good performance

in the presence of a phenomenon with equally likely states and balanced network

topology, other fusion rules need will be considered in moreunbalanced scenarios.

The average probability of decision error, with respect to the clustering configu-

ration, can then be computed as follows:

Pe(SNRsensor) = ED [Pe(SNRsensor|D)] . (5.4)

where the average is performed over the probability mass function (PMF) of the num-

ber of nodes per cluster, denoted asD , (D
(1)
c ,D

(2)
c , . . . ,D

(nc)
c ). The first parameter
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Table 5.1: Main IEEE 802.11 network simulation parameters for CHE-IF.
Packet Size 100 bytes

Carrier Freq. 2.4 GHz

Data rate 1 Mbps

CWmin 31

TPP
w 10 ms

TCIP
w 200 ms

of interest for our analysis is the PMF of the number of nodes in a single cluster,

which is needed to obtain the average performance with respect to the clustering con-

figuration in (5.4). To this end, we have simulating the downlink phase by implement-

ing CHE-IF on top of the IEEE 802.11b model present in ns-2.34[48], after fixing

some bugs present in this release, as described in Section 2.4. We have employed

the deterministic Friis free-space propagation model, as defined in Section 2.3. The

transmission range varies according to the desired value ofthe productρsz. The other

relevant parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. We have considered a linear net-

work with L = 8z and different values ofρsz (e.g., 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 veh), where

ρs = 0.02 veh/m. Note that values ofρsz smaller than 10 are representative of dis-

connected VANETs, whereas values larger than 10 are typicalof (highly) connected

networks. We also observe the values ofPPP
t andPCIP

t are set in order to obtain the

desired value ofz. The final PMF is obtained by averaging over 500 trials, wherein

each simulation run a different network topology is generated.

In Figure 5.3, the PMF is shown for different values ofρsz. As one can observe,

the shape of the PMFs is the same (approximately a Poisson-like function) regard-

less of the value ofρsz. The only difference is that the realizations of the clustersize

increases. In fact, in this case there is a larger number of nodes in the transmission

range of the nodes and, therefore, it is more likely to obtaina larger cluster for in-

creasing values ofρsz. Note that in (5.4) also the number of clustersnc is needed. For

the ease of simplicity, we set this value to the averageNc: from our simulations, we

have obtainedNc = 7 for ρsz= 5 veh andNc = 7 for ρsz= 8,5,10,12,15,20 veh.
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Figure 5.3: PMF of the number of nodes per cluster for different values ofρsz.

In Figure 5.4, the probability of decision error is shown, asa function of the vehi-

cle observation SNR, in a scenario with CHs directly connected with the AP. Different

values ofρsz are considered. As one can see, the larger is the value ofρsz, the better

is the performance. This has to be expected, since a larger value of ρsz corresponds

to a larger average value of sensors per cluster (as observedin Figure 5.3). In fact, it

is well known that the performance of decentralized detection schemes improves by

using a larger amount of sensors [82].

When the scenario depicted in Figure 5.2 (b) is considered, the same majority-

like fusion rule can be considered, where, information fusion is performed over each

communication between CHs and between the last CH and the AP.In this case, howe-

ver, the delay is much higher, since a larger amount of time isneeded before obtaining

the final estimate of the phenomenon. In particular, the delay can be written as2

D = nhTh

whereTh is the time necessary to transfer 1 bit from one level to another (at each level

the packet size does not increase) andnh is the maximum number of hops between the

2We are implicitly assuming that the time needed by signal processing, i.e., fusion, is negligible.
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Figure 5.4: Probability of decision error, as a function of the vehicle observation

SNR, in a scenario with CHs directly connected with the AP. Different values ofρsz

are considered.

vehicles and the AP—for instance, in Figure 5.2 (a)nh = 2, whereas in Figure 5.2 (b)

nh = 4 (in generalnh = nc+1).

From our results, however, the performance with the majority-like fusion rule

considered above are poor, since the information fusion is performed only on two

binary data. In fact, a decision in favor ofH1 is taken if at least one of the two CHs

are in favor ofH1. However, ifH0 is the true phenomenon status and observations

are noisy, the decision rule is biased towardsH1 and errors may still happen. In order

to obtain significant performance, we consider a majority-like fusion rule biased in

favor of H0, i.e., a decision in favor ofH1 is taken only if both CHs’ decisions are

in favor of H1. In Figure 5.5, the probability of decision error, as a function of the

vehicle observation SNR, in a scenario with CHs connected with the AP through

multi-hop communications considering the new decision rule. Different values of

ρsz are considered. In a scenario with equal a priori probability of the phenomenon

(case (a) withp0 = 0.5), the performance drastically worsens with respect to the

case with direct communications between the CHs and the AP (Figure 5.4). This is

due to the fact that, when the number of hops increases, the number of information
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Probability of decision error, as a function of the vehicle observation SNR,

in a scenario with CHs connected with the AP through multi-hop communications

and different values ofρsz are considered. In case (a),p0 = 0.5, whereas in case (b)

p0 = 0.9.

fusions also increases and, therefore, the amount of information transferred among

the network reduces. This has been also previously observedin [82]. Since, however,

this fusion rule is biased in favor ofH0, the performance improves when the observed

phenomenon is rare. This can be observed in Figure 5.5 (b), where the probability of

decision error is shown in the case withp0 = 0.9 andp1 = 1− p0 = 0.1.

In order to improve the performance of the multi-hop topologies, we also consider

another (soft output-based) fusion rule. Denote asn( j)
d,1 the exact number of decision

in favor of H1 at the j-th cluster (j = 1, . . . ,nc). Similarly, n( j)
d,0 = d( j)

c − n( j)
d,1 is the

number of decision in favor ofH0 in the j-th cluster. At this point, one can consider

the following log-likelihood ratio (LLR):

L j , ln
n( j)

d,1/d( j)
c

n( j)
d,0/d( j)

c

= ln
n( j)

d,1

n( j)
d,0

which corresponds to the logarithm of the ratio between the probability that the de-

cision of the CH is in favor ofH1 and the probability that the decision of the CH is

in favor of H0: L j > 0 if the hypothesisH1 is more likely, and viceversa ifL j < 0.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Probability of decision error, as a function of the vehicle observation

SNR, for the same scenario of Figure 5.5 and LLR-based fusionrule.

Since each CH receives the LLR from the( j −1)-th cluster3, denoted asL UP
j−1, the

fusion rule at thej-th cluster becomes

L
UP
j = L

UP
j−1+L j−1.

Note that in this case, each CH should transmit a real number (instead of a bit) and,

therefore, the energy consumption of this scheme is higher than in the presence of

simple majority-like fusion rule. Finally, the AP decides with the following rule:

Ĥ =





H0 if L UP
nc

< 0

H1 if L UP
nc

≤ 0.

In Figure 5.6, the probability of decision error is shown, asa function of the vehi-

cle observation SNR, for the same scenario of Figure 5.5 and LLR-based fusion rule.

One should observe a performance improvement with respect to the majority-like fu-

sion rule, both in a scenario withp= 0.5 and withp= 0.9. This should be expected,

since more information is transferred across the network (each CH transmits a real

number instead of a single bit). However, this comes at the price of a larger energy

consumption.

3We are implicitly assuming that, whenj = 1, no LLR from previous CH is received.
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5.5 Impact of Mobility on Decentralized Detection

In this section, we investigate the impact of mobility on theperformance of the pro-

posed vehicular decentralized detection schemes. More precisely, we assume that

each cluster breaks when at least one of its vehicles disappears.

In order to characterize the impact of mobility on the cluster lifetime we have

performed simulation analysis using the VanetMobiSim mobility simulator, employ-

ing the basic IDM model, presented in Section 2.2.1. Using VanetMobiSim we have

analyzed two scenarios, an urban-like and a highway-style scenario. The former is

characterized by lower speeds ([vmin = 5,vmax = 20] m/s), while the latter has much

higher speeds ([vmin = 20,vmax = 35] m/s). In both cases we have simulated the be-

havior of hundreds of vehicles in stationary condition for asufficiently long time. In

the urban scenario we have obtained an average speedv = 12.4 m/s and a standard

deviationσv = 3.97 m/s, while the highway scenario we have obtainedv= 29.52 m/s

andσv = 4.37 m/s.

Let us consider a generic cluster composed by an average number of nodes, de-

noted asdc. In particular,dc can be computed from the PMFs in Figure 5.3 and it

can be shown thatdc ≃ ρsz. Assuming that the vehicles are randomly deployed in

a cluster of length 2z, it can be shown that they are, on average, equally spaced by

2z/dc. The cluster lifetime is theoretically infinite if all nodesare moving at the same

average speed. In order to analyze the impact of speed, let usassume that all nodes in

the cluster are moving at the same average speedv, with the exception of one node.

At this point, the minimum cluster lifetime is obtained whenthe vehicle with

different speed is the last in the cluster (with respect to the direction of movement)

and is moving with speedv= v−σv. The cluster will die when the relative distance,

with respect to the next vehicle, is 2z/dc. Therefore, one can write

Tmin
cl =

2z

dcσv
.

The maximum cluster lifetime is obtained, instead, when thelast node in the cluster

is moving with a speedv= v+σv and the distance to be covered to exit the cluster is
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equal to 2z−2z/dc. Therefore, one can write

Tmax
cl =

2z− 2z
dc

σv
=

2z
(

1− 1
dc

)

σv
.

The average cluster lifetime can be simply defined as

Tcl ,
Tmax

cl +Tmin
cl

2
=

2z
(

2− 1
dc

)

2σv
=

z
σv

(
2− 1

dc

)
.

Assuming that data are collected with observation rateRb, the amount of data which

can be, on average, collected during the cluster lifetime is

Ndata= TclRb =
Rbz
σv

(
2− 1

dc

)
.

Finally, one can define the throughput per VANET lifetime as

S, Ndata(1−Pe) (5.5)

wherePe is a function of the observation noise, as shown in Section 5.4.

In Figure 5.7, the throughput per VANET lifetime is shown, asa function ofρsz,

for different mobility scenarios (differentσv) and fusion rules. The vehicle observa-

tion SNR is set to 0 dB: however, it can be shown that the vehicle observation SNR

has a limited impact (only for very small values ofρsz, whereS≃ 0). In the case

with direct communications between the CHs and the AP, the “classical” majority-

like fusion rule is considered, whereas the LLR-based fusion rule is considered in

the presence of multi-hop communications between the CHs and the AP. One should

observe that, for a fixed value ofσv, the performance is the same regardless of the

fusion rule. This is due to the fact that the probability of decision error has the same

order of magnitude and, therefore, its contribution in (5.5) is negligible with respect

to Ndata. Moreover, the throughput in the presence of high mobility (largeσv) is lower

than that in the presence of low mobility (smallσv). This is due to the fact that in the

latter case the average cluster lifetime is larger and, therefore, a greater amount of

information can be transferred by the network.
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Figure 5.7: Throughput, as a function ofρsz, for different mobility scenarios (diffe-

rentσv) and fusion rules. The sensor SNR is set to 0 dB.

5.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have analyzed the performance of vehicular decentralized dete-

ction schemes, when a spatially constant phenomenon of interest is observed by a

VANET. By using a novel clustering broadcast protocol in a downlink phase, data

collection and fusion has been concentrated in the uplink phase. Various clustered

VANET topologies have been considered, together with various fusion rules. The

performance of the proposed vehicular distributed detection has been analyzed in

terms of probability of error on the phenomenon estimate. Unlike clustered sensor

networks, where the clustering structure is a design aspect, the proposed vehicular

distributed detection schemes exploit the natural formation of ephemeral vehicle clu-

sters. By taking into account a cluster lifetime, our results show clearly that the max-

imum amount of data collectible during a VANET lifetime is more affected by the

node mobility level than by the specific clustering structure.



Chapter 6

Silencing Irresponsible

Forwarding

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present an improvement of the IF protocol, the Silencing Irre-

sponsible Forwarding (SIF) protocol, that offers a greaterefficiency (e.g., a smaller

number of retransmissions), without penalizing the performance in terms of latency

and reachability. This improvement is achieved by simply imposing that the winner

of a broadcast contention silences the other contenders, restarting a new transmis-

sion domain. As a by-product, thanks to this innovation, theSIF protocol can be

more easily analyzed then IF, and therefore we will also provide a complete, even

if approximated, analytical model. The SIF protocol is presented in two slightly dif-

ferent versions, improperly denoted as “persistent SIF” (pSIF) and “non persistent

SIF”(npSIF).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 the SIF pro-

tocol is accurately described, while in Section 6.3 we present an analytical framework

of the SIF protocol. The performance of the SIF protocol in realistic IEEE 802.11p

multi-hop linear networks is investigated in Section 6.4. Differently from the rest

of the thesis, in this case we have considered the IEEE 802.11p protocol. Finally,
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conclusions are drawn in Section 6.5.

6.2 The SIF Protocol

Since directly derived from IF, we will describe of SIF with respect to the reference

scenario presented in Section 3.2. As shown in Chapter 3 it isquite challenging to

mathematically characterize the performance of the IF protocol. This happens be-

cause both he number of retransmissions in a given transmission domain, and the

position itself of the retransmitter, is stochastic. A more“mathematical friendly” pro-

tocol could be obtained by forcing to have a single retransmitting node in every trans-

mission domain. This can be obtained by imposing the following rules. Let assume

that the nodek belongs to 1-th transmission domain of a certain frame. As usual,

the source belongs at the 0-th transmission domain. Then suppose that thei-th node

receives a copy of the frame from the nodek, then, it schedules a retransmission ac-

cording to the standard IF policy, sincedi > dk.1 Before to effectively transmits, the

nodek receives another copy of the same frame from the nodej, then it behaves as

follows:

• if dk < di < d j , the nodei shall abort its current transmission attempt of the

frame, and renouncing to any future retrials;

• if dk < d j < di , the nodei shall abort the current transmission attempt, but it

shall immediately triggers a new transmission attempt;

• if d j < dk < di , the node shall ignore the transmission from the nodej.

In other words, when a transmission lead to some benefit in terms of the network

coverage, the surrounding nodes shall abort they attempts,and verify if they have

the requisites in terms of distance, for participating to the successive transmission

attempts. Consequently, every successful transmission islike a renewalin a Renewal

Process, and thus, the transmission domains are staticallyidentical. We note that

differently from the IF protocol, a node could belong to consecutive transmission

1As in Chapter 3,di denotes the distance between thei-th node and the source.
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domains. This condition is verified when in a transmission domain is not selected the

node with the maximum additional coverage (the furthest node from the source).

We now provide a more detailed description of the operationsof the SIF protocol,

by considering the first transmission domain for sake of simplicity.

1. The source sends a new frame.

2. The nodesi ∈ {1,Nz} with a distancedi <≤ z receive the packet, and consti-

tuted the 1-th transmission domain.

3. Every node in the 1-th transmission domain probabilistically decides if trans-

mit, according to its probability thresholdpi , computed by replacingd andρv
s

in equation (3.3), with respectively,di andρ i
s, where the latter denotes the local

density of nodei.

4. The potential forwarders compete for obtaining the channel access, by gener-

ating a random slotted waiting timeTw(i) ≥ 0.

5. The waiting time counters are continuously decreased by all the nodes, until

one of the reaches 0, say thek-th timer,Tw(k) = 0.

6. Thek-th node, the winner of the contention, finally sends the packet.

7. The remainingNz-1 nodes decode the packet, reset their timer, and discard the

potentially queued packet.

8. The whole process (from step 1) is restarted at the 2-th transmission domain,

wherein the nodek acts as the source.

In order to employ the silencing technique (steps [4-6]), the SIF protocol shall interact

with the underlying MAC layer, mainly for being able to abortpreviously scheduled

packet transmissions. For this reason, while the IF protocol is relatively independent

from the underlying layer, the SIF protocol is heavily coupled with it. We assume of

using the IEEE 802.11p protocol described in Section 2.4, edin particular the DCF

mechanism for accessing the channel. When used coupled withthe IEEE 802.11
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protocol, the management of the random wait required at step4 can happen in two

different manners: (i) the random waiting timeTw(i) is superimposed on top of the

backoff mechanism of the MAC layer, and managed by the network layer; (ii) the

waiting time coincides with the random backoff wait of the CSMA/CA mechanism.

When adopting the first approach, we denote the protocol as “non-persistent SIF”

(npSIF), since the node send the packet at the MAC layer only after winning the

contention at the network layer. For the opposite reason, wedenote the protocol as

persistent SIF’ (pSIF) when it adopts the second approach, sending immediately the

frame at the MAC layer. For sake of simplicity we assume that the Slot Time is

the same in both cases and identical to which of the underlying backoff mechanism

(defined asTSLOT in Section 1.3). In the pSIF protocol,Tw(i) ∈ [0,CWmin], while

in the npSIF protocolTw(i) ∈ [0,CWSIF], where CWSIF is set independently from

CWmin.

6.3 Silencing Irresponsible Forwarding: Analysis

In this section we present an analytical framework for characterizing the performance

of the SIF protocol. More precisely the model focus on the persistent variant of

SIF. We want obtain a closed-form expression of the principal metrics of a multi-

hop broadcast protocols, namely, the reachability, the transmission efficiency, and

the end-to-end delay. In order to achieve this results, it isnecessary to compute some

auxiliary parameters, such as the probability of successful retransmission within a

transmission domain, the average delay within a transmission domain, and the ave-

rage number of hops, required for reach the rightmost end of the network. Because

of the lack of space, we only present the main ideas behind theanalysis and the more

important results, but we omit most of the details that can befound in [117].

6.3.1 Theoretical Background

Coherently with the reference scenario described in Section 3.2, the nodes are posi-

tioned on a line of lengthℓnormz, according to a Poisson distribution with parameter

ρs. Since the transmission domains are homogeneous it is sufficient to model a single
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transmission domain for capturing the global behavior of the protocol. The number of

nodes in a given transmission domain is given by a random variableNP∈ {0,1,2, ...}
with Probability Mass Function (PMF)pNP(k,ρsz) =

exp−ρsz(ρsz)k

k! with average value

NP = ρsz= Nz. We denote the position of thei-node with the symbol Ri .

According to this (exact) model, the problem of computing the successful trans-

mission probability of a transmission domain is quite complex, since it jointly de-

pends by the number of nodes in a transmission domain, and in turns by the their

positions, requiring a high number of conditioning, and thus of integrations, since the

Poisson distribution can assume infinite values. In order toreduce the complexity of

the problem, we adopt a strong, but well justified simplification, based on an approx-

imated form of the total probability theorem. More precisely, we assume that, once

conditioning on having a fixed number of nodes in a transmission domain (n), the

position of thej-th node, with j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n} is deterministic and coincident with

their average value.

This strong assumption can be motivated by the characteristics of the Poisson

points process. In fact, it can be shown that, if one generates k Poisson points condi-

tioning to the fact of lying in a finite interval, as happens inthe finite interval[0,z],

then the marginal PDF of the position of thej-th node is the following:

f (k)Rj
(r j) =





n!
zn

(z−r j)
n− j r j−1

j

(n− j)! ( j−1)! r j ∈ (0,z) j = 1, ...,n

0 otherwise.
(6.1)

while, the average position of thej-th node can be expressed as:

R j
(n
=
∫ z

0
r j

n!
zn

(z− r i)
n− j r j−1

j

(n− j)! ( j −1)!
dr j = j

z
n+1

j = 1, ...,n. (6.2)

From equation (6.2) it emerges clearly that then nodes are (jointly) uniformly distri-

buted in the interval[0,z].

In order to exploit this characteristic, we partition the linear space[0,z] in Nint

sub-intervals of length z
Nint . Thus, thei-th interval is defined as Ii = [ (i−i)z

Nint ,
iz

Nint ], i =

1,2, . . . ,Nint. The number of the considered interval is a design parameter.2 Every

2After some numerical test, we observed that the valueNint = 100 is a good tradeoff between preci-

sion and computation time.
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sub-interval can contain zero, one, or more nodes, than it can be viewed as a vir-

tual node. Consequently, it is possible to associate a transmission probability to the

generic interval Ii , defined aspeq
rtx(i), i = 1, . . . ,Nint. Once fixed the number of nodes,

the transmission probability of thei-th interval is given by the sum of the probabi-

lity of retransmission of all nodes within thei-th interval. Since we are considering

average positions, a node belong to thei-th interval if its average position is in that

interval. We define asp(m)
rtx ( j) the probability of retransmission of thej-th node, given

that: (i) there are exactlym nodes in the interval[0,z]; (ii) the node j is collocated

within the interval Ii . Using the (approximated) total probability theorem,peq
rtx(i) can

be expressed as follows:

peq
rtx(i) =

NC

∑
m=1

(
peq

rtx(i)|Nnorm
P = m

)
P(Nnorm

P = k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pNnorm

P
(m,ρsz)

=
NC

∑
m=1

k

∑
j=1

p(m)
rtx ( j) f (i, j,m) pNnorm

P
(m,ρsz) i = 1, ...,Nint

, (6.3)

where f (i, j,m) is an indicator function defined as follows:

f (i, j,m) =





1 R j
(m) ∈ I i

0 R j
(m)

/∈ I i .
(6.4)

The probability peq
rtx(i) is now function ofp(m)

rtx ( j), but the latter can be easily

computed by some combinatorics, since it is relative to a deterministic-like scenario,

with m nodes uniformly positioned in[0,z].

In particular,p(m)
rtx ( j) depends on two elements: (i) the probabilityp j , given by

equation (3.3), that the nodej will be designated by the IF procedure; (ii) the proba-

biliy that the j wins the contention among a set ofmcontending nodes, denoted with

q(m)( j).

We now derive the latter by considering a simplified contention mechanism. In

particular, we assume that thej-th node will successfully conclude the contention,

only and only if is generates the smallest slotted waiting time Tw( j) ∈ [0,CWSIF],

while the otherm−1 node generate a strictly grater value. This is an approximation,
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since the nodej could win the contentions also choosing a value ofTw( j) greater then

the minimum. The probability that the nodej wins the contention amongmnodes can

be express as follows:

q(m)( j) = q(m) =
1

CWm
SIF

[(CWSIF−1)m−1+(CWSIF−2)m−1+ ...+1]

=
1

CWm
SIF

CWSIF−1

∑
i=1

im−1 j = 1,2, . . . ,m
(6.5)

It is straightforward to observe that the equation (6.5) is the same for every node

j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m}.

Finally, after some combinatorics that can be found in [117], we can express the

transmission probabiliyp(m)
rtx ( j) as:

p(m)
rtx ( j) = p j

m

∑
n=1

q(n)p
V(m)

j
(n−1), (6.6)

whereV(m)
j ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1} is a discrete random variable defined as:

V(m)
i = {the number of nodes competing with the nodei givenm nodes} .

The PMF ofV(m)
i is given by:

P(V(m)
j = v) =

m

∑
i1=1
i1 6= j

m

∑
i2=i1+1

i2 6= j

· · ·
m

∑
iv=iv−1+1

iv 6= j



(

∏
s∈{i1,i2,...,iv}

ps

)


m

∏
t=1

t /∈{i1,i2,...,iv}

p̄t







At this point, by using (6.6) in equation (6.3), it is possible to obtain a closed-form

expression ofpeq
rtx(i), that is the probabiliy of successfully transmission of theinterval

I i .

Now we can observe that sum of all thei-th successfully transmission probabi-

lity ( i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Nint}) corresponds to the to the success probabiliy of the whole

transmission domain:

psucc=
Nint

∑
i=1

peq
rtx(i). (6.7)
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Figure 6.1: On the left side,peq
rtx(i) as a function of the interval index; on the right

side,psucc in the first transmission domain. In both cases,ρsz= 60, and 3 values ofc

are considered, 1, 4, and 10.

We can also observe that (6.7) coincides with the average number of transmissions in

the first transmission domainE[M1], and it is the equivalent of equation (3.6).

In Figure 6.1 we shown, on the left side,peq
rtx(i) as a function of the interval index,

obtained withρsz= 60 and 3 values ofc, namely, 1, 4, and 10. We can observe that

most of the contribution topsucccome from the the intervals with the higher indexes

have the major contribute topsucc. On the right side of Figure 6.1 we observe that

psuccexhibits a maximum withc= 4, while the performance withc= 10 are limited

by the excess of contention, while withc= 1 the forwarding mechanism is too feeble.

Finally, we recall that the analytical derivation has been further extended in [117],

in order to derive the relevant metrics introduced in Section 3.5.1, namely, RE, TE,

and D. Even if we have omitted the analytical details, in Figure 6.2 we shown the

behavior of the principal metrics as a function ofc, and differentρszvalues, namely,

4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 veh, according to the theoretical framework. From Figure 6.2 it

is possible to draw the following observations:

• There is an optimal value ofc offering the maximum value of RE. This value is

a function ofρsz, but for all the considered values, lies in the intervalc∗ ∈ [3,4].

In particular, the optimal value ofc is a decreasing function ofρsz.

• Similarly, also the TE exhibits a peaky trend, denoting he presence of optimal
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Figure 6.2: (a) RE, (b) TE, and (c) end-to-end delay, as a function of c, obtained with

the analytical model of the pSIF protocol, with severalρsz values, namely, 4, 8, 12,

16, and 20 veh.
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Table 6.1: Main IEEE 802.11p network simulation parametersfor SIF.
λ {0.1,100} pck/s

ρs 0.02 veh/m

z {200,400,600,600,1000} m

ℓnorm 8

Packet Size 300 bytes

Carrier Freq. 5.9 GHz

Data rate 3 Mbps

CWmin 31

values ofc in roughly the same intervalc∗ ∈ [3,4].

• On the opposite hand, the delay is independent fromc, and more surprisingly

it decreases with increasing value ofρsz.

6.4 SIF in IEEE 802.11p Networks

6.4.1 Simulation Setup

We now investigate the performance of the SIF protocol in IEEE 802.11p networks,

by a comparison with the IF and the flooding protocol. The simulation setup was

identical to which adopted for evaluating the performance of IF, with a major excep-

tion: the use of the IEEE 802.11p standard instead of the IEEE802.11b. Since that the

IEEE 802.11p module in ns-2.34 does not support the EDCA mechanism, we have

employed the DCF mechanism, by setting CWmin = 31. The relevant parameters of

the IEEE 802.11p network and of the SIF protocols are listed in Table 6.1. Both Friis

and Nakagami channel models are used. The parameters of the Nakagami probabi-

lity density function has been previously discussed and defined in Section 2.3. Due

to the different path-loss attenuation factor used in Section 2.3, we compare the two

models by imposing the same (average) transmission range. Thus, the nodes will use

different values of transmit power. Obviously, by considering the same level trans-
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mission power the Nakagami will exhibit poorer performancewith respect to the the

deterministic Friis model.

As usual, we consider a linear topology withℓnorm = 8, where the source node

is placed at the leftmost vertex. In each topology the sourcegenerated a finite num-

ber ofNp = 1000 packets according to a Poisson process with parameterλ (dimen-

sion: [pck/s]). Each packet a fixed small size PS= 300 bytes, since alert messages

typically carries a small amount of information. The data rate is set to 3 Mbit/s. Two

values ofλ are considered. The first,λ = 0.1 pck/s, leads to a very small traffic

load of only 0.24 Kbits/s, while the second value,λ = 100 pck/s determines a high

traffic load of 240 Kbits/s, roughly one tenth of the theoretical available data-rate of

3 Mbit/s.

6.4.2 Performance Analysis

First of all, we want to assess the validity of the theoretical framework presented

in Section 6.3, with respect to the simulation results. While we have presented a

unique framework for both the pSIF and npSIF protocols, theywill be separately an-

alyzed here. In Figure 6.3 are shown the RE, and the TE, as a function ofc, obtained

with the pSIF and npSIF protocols by settingρsz= 12,16,and20 veh. We do not

show the delay, since in the simulations it has denoted the same constant behavior

of Figure 6.2 (c). By comparing Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 it emerges a clear lack of

agreement between the theoretical and simulative analysis. In particular, differently

from Figure 6.2 (a), the RE at low intensity load, is substantially independent from

the value ofρsz, moreover it exhibits a monotonic behavior, without any evidence

of the presence of peaks, and much greater values. This mismatching can be moti-

vated by the assumptions at the basis the theoretical model.In fact, the latter does

not model the backoff-freezing and, it under-estimate the success probability, since

it does not consider the event in which a node can transmit even if it has not chose

the smaller waiting time. On the other hand, in the case of TE there is a good match-

ing between simulation and analysis, both in terms of shape and absolute values. In

fact, in Figure 6.3 (b) all the TE curves exhibit a peak atc = 2, furthermore, as in

Figure 6.2 (b), greater values ofρsz determine better TE values. Unfortunately, the
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Figure 6.3: (a) RE, and (b) TE, as a function ofc, obtained by using the Friis propa-

gation model, with severalρszvalues, namely, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 veh.
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peak of the TE atc= 2 is not very useful, since it leads to a too small RE. The max-

imum RE, can be achieved by both pSIF and npSIF by settingsc = 10. However,

if we compare Figure 6.3 (a) and Figure 6.3 (b), it seems that the gain in terms of

RE, is more significant than the loss in terms of TE which remains good. As a final

remark, we observe that in low-traffic condition, the pSIF and the npSIF variations

have roughly the same performance, even if npSIF is slightlymore efficient.

In Figure 6.4, we compare the performance of several protocols, including, IF,

pSIF, npSIF, and flooding, by considering two different values ofλ (0.1 and 100 pck/s),

ρsz= 20 veh, andc= 5.

Although in low traffic conditions all the protocols achievea RE> 0.95, only

the flooding reaches the maximum value RE=1, thanks to its exaggerated number of

retransmissions, as proved by the smallest value of TE. On the contrary, both pSIF

and npSIM are able to conjugate a high reachability with a high efficiency, and they

leave behind the FLOOD by a factor 20 in terms of TE. As expected the IF protocol

exhibits an intermediate behavior. In high traffic condition, pSIF and npSIF maintains

the leadership both in terms of RE and TE, while the IF and the flooding protocol are

affected by network congestion. Quite surprisingly, the FLOOD denotes a behavior

totally different from the other protocols. In particular,it has a small but constant

progression, and it is able to overcome the SIF protocols in the nearby of the 16-

th hop. This strange behavior, was already emphasized needsof the double number

of hops for obtains a value of RE greater then the SIF protocols. As emphasized in

Section 2.4, it is mostly due to the interference managementmechanism adopted by

the IEEE 802.11p module of ns-2. In order of obtain a greater understanding of this

phenomenon, in Figure 6.5 we represent D and the average number of hops (denoted

as H), as a function ofρsz. From that figure we appreciate that the number of hops,

and of course the delay, of the flooding protocol explodes with ρsz. Despite of this the

flooding protocol is still able a high value of RE. On the opposite hand, we observe

that both the IF and the SIF protocol, show a constant delay and a quasi-constant

number of hops, still proving the capacity of that protocolsof exploiting the vehicular

density, instead of being damaged from it.

Finally, in Figure 6.6 we show the results in terms of RE and TE, obtained using
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Figure 6.4: (a) RE, and (b) TE, as a function of the Hop Index (i), obtained by using

the Friis propagation model,ρsz= 20 veh, andc = 5. Several protocols are consi-

dered, namely, IF, flooding, pSIF, and npSIF, and two different values ofλ (0.1 and

100 pck/s).
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considered.
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the Nakagami propagation model, after having imposed the same (average) values

of transmission range listed in Table 6.1. Hence, in this case the transmit power of

the nodes is generally different from which used in Friis propagation conditions. By

comparing Figure 6.6 with Figure 6.4, one can observe that, differently from one will

expect, the presence of fading does not degrade the performance. Indeed, the pres-

ence of Nakagami fading lead to some smaller but significant advantages to in terms

of RE. This results can be interpreted as follows. Because ofthe presence of fading,

nobody in the transmission range of the transmitter can be sure of correctly receive the

packet. From a communication point of view represents a problem only when there

are few nodes in the transmission domain. But in the other cases, it is practically im-

possible that all the nodes in a transmission domain experiences severe fading at the

same time, being the fading realizations uncorrelated. Furthermore, in the presence

of fading the effective transmission range is stochastic, and hence there is a non-null

probability of selecting a node, whose distance is greater than the average transmis-

sion rangez used in equation 3.3, thus yielding to a broadcast probability equal to

1. Since this event is rare, it does not leads to congestion, but, on the other hand,

when this event happens, it represents an improvement with respect to th expected

forwarding range of the process.

6.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we have proposed an improved probabilistic-based rebroadcast schemes,

denoted as Silenced Irresponsible Forwarding, based on theIF protocol introduced

in Chapter 3. Although the SIF protocol can be implemented intwo different ways,

the persistent SIF and the not persistent SIF, these two variants have led to very

similar performance in the considered scenarios. The SIF protocols share the same

benefit of IF, namely, the decentralized nature, the low-latency, and the absence of

overhead, but they offers superior performance, both on saturated (as expected), than

in non-saturated conditions. In this chapter we have also shown that, by using the

average transmission range of the Nakagami propagation model, in equation 3.3, the

IF-derived protocols maintains the same performance levelexperience in a deter-
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Figure 6.6: (a) RE, and (b) TE, as a function of the Hop Index (i), obtained by adopt-

ing the Nakagami propagation model,ρsz= 20 veh, andc= 5. Several protocols are

considered, namely, IF, flooding, pSIF, and npSIF, and two different values ofλ (0.1

and 100 pck/s).
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ministic propagation channel. For this reason, these protocols can be used either in

presence of deterministic or stochastic propagation condition.



Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks and Future

Work

In this thesis, we have examined the problem of broadcastinginformation in VANETs

by means of multihop protocols. The principal contributionof this work, is the pro-

posal of a family of broadcasting techniques, that can be efficiently employed in

various scenarios, including V2V communications, data dissemination, and data col-

lection applications.

First, we have proposed a new probabilistic-based broadcasting scheme, denoted

as Irresponsible Forwarding (IF), which takes the statistical distribution of the nodes

into consideration. The idea of this rebroadcast paradigm is the following. Once a

node receives a packet, it evaluates the presence of other nearby nodes in an ave-

rage statistical sense. Should there likely be another nodeclose to itself which can

rebroadcast the packet more efficiently, the former node will “irresponsibly” choose

not to rebroadcast. The main advantages of the IF protocol with respect to solutions

present in the literature, are its inherently distributed nature, the low-latency, and the

absence of overhead, since auxiliary supporting packets are not needed. Furthermore,

since the statical distribution of the nodes is taken into account, by the IF protocol, it

works independently from the vehicle density on a network.

The proposed IF protocol has been tested in both V2V and I2V scenarios. In the
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former, the IF protocol has been used in safety-related applications (e.g., the dissem-

ination of short alert-messages), with strict reliabilityand low-latency requirements.

In the latter, IF has been employed in a radically different context, which of dis-

seminating information from a fixed Road Side Unit to the vehicles transiting in its

proximity, by means of multihop broadcast communications.In order to evaluate the

impact of the mobility, these simulative analysis have beenconducted in several ve-

hicular environments, namely, highway and urban roads withtraffic junctions. From

this investigations we have obtained three main results: (i) the vehicles’ mobility does

not affect significantly the performance of the applications targeted by our tests; (ii)

the IF protocol is not affected by the presence of severe fading in the wireless channel;

(ii) even if characterized by a very-small latency, the IF protocol cannot guarantee a

satisfactory efficiency and reliability.

On the basis of the scarce performance shown by the IF protocol in realistic sce-

narios, we have presented an improvement of the IF protocol,the Silencing Irre-

sponsible Forwarding (SIF) protocol, able to guarantee a greater efficiency (e.g., a

smaller number of retransmissions), without penalizing the reachability, and with a

comparable latency. This improvement has been achieved by adding a silencing fea-

ture to the IF protocol. More precisely, the winner of a broadcast contention silences

the other contenders, triggering a new contention phase. While SIF has been a big

step toward optimality, the main problem, which of analytically derive the optimal

broadcast strategy, is still open. In fact, our attempt of modeling the behavior of an

apparently simple protocol as SIF, is resulted in an approximated model, not able to

capture the whole complexity of the system. For this reason,in future research we

will search alternatives method for address this challenge.

Finally, we have exploited the probabilistic-concept behind the IF protocol, to

develop a novel decentralized clustering protocol, denoted as Cluster-Head Election

IF (CHE-IF). This protocol combine the probabilistic nature of IF, with suitable con-

trol packets, in order to exploit the natural formation of ephemeral vehicle clusters in

VANETs. CHE-IF is a general purpose protocol that can be usedby different applica-

tions, as a showcase, we have presented a vehicular decentralized detection scheme

for I2V networks. This solution is based on tho distinct phases: the creation, during a
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downlink phase, of a clustered VANET topology from an AccessPoint (AP) through

the CHE-IF protocol. This clustered topology is then exploited, during an uplink

phase, to collect information from the vehicles and performdistributed detection.





Appendix A

Average Number of

Retransmissions in the IF Protocol

SinceNz has a Poisson distribution with parameterρsz, by applying the law of total

probability and observing thatE[M1|Nz = 0] = 0, the average number in (3.4) can be

rewritten as follows:

E[M1] =
∞

∑
n=1

E[M1|Nz = n]P{Nz = n}

=
∞

∑
n=1

E

[
Nz

∑
i=1

Vi |Nz = n

]
P{Nz= n}

=
∞

∑
n=1

n

∑
i=1

E[Vi |Nz= n]P{Nz = n}

=
∞

∑
n=1

(ρsz)
n

n!
e−ρsz

n

∑
i=1

E[Vi ] (A.1)

where, in the passage between the third and fourth lines, we have used the fact that

Vi is independent ofNz.1 SinceVi is a Bernoulli random variable, it is immediate to

conclude that

E[Vi ] = P{Vi = 1}
1Note thatVi is independent ofNz since theith vehicle is, by its very definition, one of theNz vehicles

in (0,z). Therefore, conditioning is superfluous.
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whereP{Vi = 1} is the probability of rebroadcasting of vehiclei. This probability

depends on the distanceDi of this vehicle from the origin. In particular, by definition

it follows that

P{Vi = 1|Di = λ}= e−
ρs(z−λ)

c

i.e., P{Vi = 1|Di = λ} is the probability of rebroadcasting for a vehicle placed at

distanceλ ∈ (0,z) from the origin. By applying the total probability theorem,one

can conclude that:

P{Vi = 1} =
∫ z

0
P{Vi = 1|Di = λ} fDi (λ )dλ

=

∫ z

0
e−

ρs(z−λ)
c fDi (λ )dλ (A.2)

where fDi (·) is the PDF of the distanceDi, a random variable that can be expressed

by:

Di =Y1+Y2+ · · ·+Yi

whereYj is the distance from the( j −1)th vehicle to thej th vehicle (j = 1, . . . , i). If

{Yj} are independent and identically distributed random variables with exponential

distribution with mean 1/ρs, one can conclude thatDi has an Erlang distribution with

parametersi andρs, i.e., [118]

fDi−Erlang(λ ) =
ρse−ρsλ (ρsλ )i−1

(i −1)!
U(λ )

whereU(λ ) is the unit-step function. However, in our scenario we know,by defini-

tion, that theith vehicle is in(0,z). Therefore, the PDF of its distanceDi from the

origin can be written as:

fDi (λ ) = fDi−Erlang(λ |Di ≤ z)

=





fDi−Erlang(λ )
FDi−Erlang(z)

0≤ λ ≤ z

0 otherwise.
(A.3)
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whereFDi−Erlang(z) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of an Erlang PDF

with parametersi andρs. In particular, it can be shown that [119]:

FDi−Erlang(z) =
γ(i,ρsz)
(i −1)!

whereγ is the lower incomplete gamma function:

γ(i,x),
∫ x

0
t i−1 e−t dt.

From (A.3), the PDF ofDi can be finally expressed as follows:

fDi (λ ) =
ρse−ρsλ (ρsλ )i−1

γ(i,ρsz)
[U(λ )−U(λ −z)]. (A.4)

Substituting the PDF (A.4) into (A.2), one obtains:

P{Vi = 1} =

∫ z

0
e−

ρs(z−λ)
c

ρse−ρsλ (ρsλ )i−1

γ(i,ρsz)
dλ

=
ρ i

se
− ρsz

c

γ(i,ρsz)

∫ z

0
e−ρs(1− 1

c )λ λ i−1 dλ . (A.5)

At this point, the final integral expression in (A.5) can be evaluated distinguishing

between the cases withc= 1 andc> 1, respectively.

• If c= 1, (A.5) reduces to the following:

P{Vi = 1}= ρ i
se

−ρsz

γ(i,ρsz)

∫ z

0
λ i−1 dλ =

(ρsz)ie−ρsz

i γ(i,ρsz)
. (A.6)

Since it can be shown, through integration by parts, that

γ(i,x) = (i −1)!

[
1−e−x

i−1

∑
j=0

x j

j!

]

the final expression (A.6) can be rewritten as follows:

P{Vi = 1}= (ρsz)
i e−ρsz

i!
[
1−e−ρsz∑i−1

j=0
(ρsz) j

j!

] . (A.7)
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• If c> 1, consideringt = ρs(1− 1
c)λ , one obtains:

P{Vi = 1} =
ρ i

se
− ρsz

c

γ(i,ρsz)
1

ρ i
s(1− 1

c)
i

·
∫ ρsz(1− 1

c )

0
e−tt i−1 dt

︸ ︷︷ ︸
γ(i,ρsz(1− 1

c))

=

(
c

c−1

)i

e−
ρsz
c

γ(i,ρ ′
sz)

γ(i,ρsz)

=

(
c

c−1

)i

e−
ρsz
c

1−e−ρ ′
sz∑i−1

j=0
(ρ ′

sz)
j

j!

1−e−ρsz∑i−1
j=0

(ρsz) j

j!

(A.8)

whereρ ′
s = ρs

(
1− 1

c

)
.

Finally, using expressions (A.7) and (A.8), in the cases with c = 1 andc > 1, re-

spectively, forE[Vi ] = P{Vi = 1} into (A.1), the average number of vehicles which

rebroadcast in(0,z) can be expressed as follows:

E[M1] =





∑∞
n=1

(ρsz)
n e−ρsz

n! ∑n
i=1

(ρsz)
i e−ρsz

i!

· 1

1−e−ρsz∑i−1
j=0

(ρsz) j

j!

if c= 1

∑∞
n=1

(ρsz)
n e−ρsz

n! ∑n
i=1

(
c

c−1

)i
e−

ρsz
c

·1−e−ρ′sz∑i−1
j=0

(ρ′sz) j

j!

1−e−ρsz∑i−1
j=0

(ρsz) j

j!

if c> 1

which corresponds to (3.5).

If c≫ 1, it follows thatρ ′
s ≃ ρs and, from (A.8) (second line),P{Vi = 1} can be

approximated as

P{Vi = 1} ≃ e−
ρsz
c (A.9)
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where we have used also the fact that[c/(c−1)]i ≃ 1. Substituting (A.9) into (A.1),

it can be easily shown that the average number of vehicles which rebroadcast in(0,z)

is approximated by the following simple expression:

E[M1]≃ ρsze−
ρsz
c (A.10)

which corresponds to (3.6).

If, besides the fact thatc≫ 1, it also holds thatc≫ ρsz, then from (3.6) it follows

thatE[M1] ≃ ρsz, i.e., the average number of vehicles which rebroadcast in(0,z) is

equalto the average number of vehicles in(0,z). In other words,on averageall vehi-

cles in(0,z) rebroadcast. This is intuitive, since forc≫ max{1,ρsz} the probability

of retransmission is approximately equal to 1 for each vehicle in (0,z).
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